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WEASELS HAD
TIMBERLAKE
NO BANNERS ON
TO CLIMB TEEES
OPENS HEARING
AUTOMOBILES
Copper City, B.
March 8.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Replying to your question in Feb
ruary 18th issue of Maine Woods ask
ing if weasel climb trees I will say
that weasel (or the white ermine) do
climb trees as readily as a marten
or squirrel, as I run a long line of
tree sets for marten here in
the
mountains, as the snow gets so deep
on th.e high ranges that no other
set is practical.
I caught 80 ermine or white weasel
in these tree sets during last trap
ping season and 63 this season. Many
of these tree sets aTe 12 or 14 feet
from th.e ground and I caught
22
weasels the .first trip over the line
thM fall, when there were only about
18 inches of snow, so they had to
climb the trees to get into the traps.
Thomas L. Elliott,
The Copper River Trapper.

Or Proposed

Charier

for the | Smith Takes Exceptions to

Oquossoc Light & Power Co.

the

Auto Pennants.

The hearing on the proposed char
Smith of Hampden is a very
ter for the Oquossoc Light & Power thoughtful man, says the
Bangor
Co,, which proposes to supply the News,
He wouldn’t have the sum
town of Rangeley with light
and mer visitor who plugs into
Maine
power was a prolonged one.
Hon. ia an automiofiilie spending money for
F. E. Timberlake opened the hearing t1 cse gay colored pennants as are so
for the proponents.
He said there often seen flying from the wind
was a lighting system., at this time shields and top stanchions of auto
What is y o u r
there, but it was inadequate. It nev mobiles.
preference in a r e 
er could be satisfactory
because
peating shotgun—handEveryone knows what these pen
gasoline engines were employed tc i nants are-—those long narrow things
operated or autoloading?
drive the dynamos.
lie told t ie done in brown, c.r red, or blue or
If hand -o p e r a te d , y o u k n o w the Remington-UMC P u m p G u n . Everybody knows it.
story of previous companies. He said j some other color with the names of
If autoloading, then get y o u r d ealer to show you
this chanter gave the new company towns on them.
They have grown
the Remington-UMC A u to lo a d in g S h o tg u n —an arm
right
to secure power for its plant Ito be so popular with automobilists
that is performing in a w ay to s h o w sp ortsm en that here
at the outlet of Rangeley lake or tl at, in the summertime, it is no un
at last is an autoloading sh o tg u n that worlds.
go to Kennebago stream and estab common siigiht to see 20 c-f them on
Remington-UMC R e p e a tin g an d A u to lo a d in g Shotguns
are sold by dealers e v e r y w h e r e . F ind the o n e who shows
lish. a plaint.
In the past an effort one car.
the ‘T^ed Ball Mark o f ‘flcm ington-UM C— the sign of Sports
was made to establish such a plant ! Smith of Hampden doesn’t want
men s Headquarters. He's the rnan.
at Long Pond, but it was inadequate them around.
He wouldn’t prevent
T 3 keep your g u n c le a n e d and lu b rica ted right, use Rem
because of smallness of the water their sale, but he would put a stop
Oil, the new pow der aolvent, rust p reven tative, and gun
lubricant.
shed.
A large number of citizens j to their use unless they were tied
R E M IN G T O N A R M S-U N IO N METALLIC C A R TR ID G E GO.
LONG ISLAND DAY A T SPORTS- of Rangeley appeared to advocate j sc securely they couldn’t flap and
3^9 Broadway
New York
the bill.
snap and flutter in th,e auto-gener
•MEN’S SHOW.
- '
Hem. Wallace H. White and Wal ated breezes.
ter H. Sawyer of Lewiston appeared
He put an act into the house Tues
Long Island residents made merry in behalf of the Unticn Water Power day that would stop the flying of
The Place Where You Can Alw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
Not only does
at the National Sportsman’s Show at Co. of that city to object to the Jthese decorations.
TIM P O N D C A M P S
the Grand Central Palace during the Kennebago stream portion of the bill, the act prohibit the use of the pop
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and day set aside for the citizens of that because it would affect their star- [ ular decoration, but if an automobile
district.
Captain “ Bill’ ’ Graham’s age rights on the Androscoggin river. on the Fourth of July or on Memor
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
“ shack on the sands of the
sea Mr. Sawyer told the committee that |ial day wished to have a small AJ U L IA N K. V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me. *
shore,” one of the show’s most pic a sufficient'power fen the companies’ merican flag tied to the wind-slhield
turesque exhibits, was the particular needs cciuJd he developed at Lorg rods, it would be unlawful to display
The Smith bill
Harry R. Virgin of Portland the national colors.
rendezvous of the Long Island visit Pond.
says
so.
also
opposed
the
same
feature
of
the
ors,
many
of
whom
accepted
hints
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
To find out about it, write to
This act provides “ that it shall
from Captain Graham with the idea bill, because it would injure property
And his presence we feel.
E D . G R A N T <&. S O N S C O . , i >
flags,
of building sudfe a place for them of the Kennebago Improvement Co., be unlawful to display any
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Soon Spring will be here
banners or other emblems from au
at the foot of Kennebago falls.
selves this surcrm-er.
G R A N T S* C A M P S
And t h e song of the reel.
tomobiles unless the same are se
The Long Island sightseers were
curely attached at both ends
and
headed by an honorary committee of
drawn
tight
so
as
to
prevent
their
one hundred, of which Daniel Beard,
flying to the breeze.”
of Flushing, is president, and the
Of course, if any one wants to fly
vice-presidents are John E.W eir, El
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS B*ld
a banner or a pennant or an emblem,
lis Parker Butler, Charles P. Daven
he could do so, even though
tine
port, A. A. Johnson, Frank OverBald Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eguntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto
Smith bill might go into effect, but
ton,
Charles
L.
Phipps,
H.
B.
Fuller
road to cam ps— T eleph one co n n e ctio n s—T w o mails daily—W rite for free cireular.
Hon. E. P. Ricker of the Poland he would be liable to a fine of not
ton, George Pfaff, Charles H. Walt
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
Springs
House says that Maine is to less than five dollars nor more than
ers and Captain Graham. This com
offense.’’
mittee, with the assistance of Allen have the biggest summer business the ten dolLars for “ each
S. Williams, secretary of the show, state has ever known, says the Portland Whether “each, offense” means each
banner or emblem, the bill doesn’t
helped to entertain the Long Is
Press. If any man knows about such say.
landers with descriptions of the many
things it is Mr. Ricker and his predic
According to Representative Smith!
exhibits.
himself, there is good reason why
An exhibit of the show which at tions should chirk us up a bit.
this bill he offered Tuesday should'
M ountain V ie w , Maine
| ti acted the interest of the younger
be passed.
He says there
have’
visitors
was
a
typical
students’
mili
For further particu lars w rite or address
§:
been no end of horses frightened!
tary instruction camp, fully equipped.
by gaily decorated automobiles when
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
| In qrder to train young men of
they wouldn’t have even looked at a
schools and colleges the War
De
| M o u n ta in V i e w ,
»
»
•
Maine.
modestly attired machine.
It is
partment has established four mili
because horses have become fright
tary camps, the one at Plattsburg,
ened and the drivers of horses have
N. Y., being the nearest to New York
been i.n danger of being maimed or,
city.
All branches of the service
Henry E. Capen came down from
perhaps, of losing their lives,, that
are taught and demonstrated. The
exhibition at the Sportsman’s Show Moosehead Lake Wednesday afternoon Mr. Smith, has presented this bill.
The Legislature may adjourn in
displayed the methods of training at and will enjoy a few days with his fair,
if it dees, then there
the military camps, and the boys are iiy on Patterson Street, Augusta, be two weeks.
taking a keen interest in the new fore returning to the lake. Mr. Capen will have to be some lively hustling
AS A
Wliether
movement.—Brooklynite in
Sports reports that the water in the lake is to get this hill through.
low, there being less than a foot on or not, the M. A. A. and the A. A.
men’s Reviebv.
the dam, and that there is very little A. com© down to fight it together
snow in that section.
with the souvenir manufacturers re
mains to he seen.
Anyway, Smith
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
of Hampden who has been working
Hiram W. Ricker of Poland Sprin
on the proposition for a fortnight is
aecers and nearly all the camps are open through the
is in Baltinv re and the South.
going to fiigf t for it.

SAYS MAINE IS TO
HAVE BIG SUMMER

Mountain View House |

REPORTS VERY
LIITLE SNOW

RANGELEY LAK E S AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

H U N TIN G

Hunting Season.*
Deer, Bear,
small gam e are very abundant.

R E SO R T
Partridge,

Duck

and

INTERESTED IN
MAINE WOODS

HEALD POND CAMPS

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

Quincy, Mass., March 15, 1915.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
INbuob a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furnYou will find enclosed $1.00 and
fahed
ithefi unon
upon aDnlication
application to
please renew my subscription for the
Phillips, Maine.
General Manager
F. N. B E AL ,
Maine Woods.
With pleasure I look
forward from week to week for the
Come to my hou se:—A real hom e nest.
arrival of the little paper.
I find
Just under Mount B igelow ’s lofty crest,
Worth Seeing.
If y<m want fiishing, hunting, health and rest
very
much
in
it
that
is
interesting.
Please put my statem ents to the test.
When a woman pays $1 a pair for
If you com e just once, y o u ’ll find it true.
hose she generally wants to let you Wishing you success, i remain.
We have them all. and m ore, to offer you;
Now don’ t get w orried,—Y ou c a n 't wet J’ ue
see what she got for hex money.—
Very truly yours,
In the center o f “ G o d ’s own Country
Washington Herald .
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
C. F. Pet-ten gill.
ST R A T T O N M A IN E ,

E. H. G R O S E . Prop.

To Prevent Mold on Books.
During continued damp weather
Naturally.
books often become musty and even
A woman is generally sufficiently moldy. This can be prevented by
conceited to think her husband must placing a few drops of oil of lavender
r e a l l y be a superior sort of man or s h e and Canada balsam in the back corner
wouldn’t have married him.
of each bookshelf.

Quite in Accord.
“ When we were married we thought
our tastes were congenial!” says she.
"Well,” answered he, “ they are. We
both like to argue.” — Washington
Star.

'

F R E D H E N D E R S O N , P rop,,

J ackm an, M ain e

MAINE

W O OD S,

Don’t use expensive ammunition where a cheap cartridge
is just as good. Buy a Marlin rim-fire repeater for squirrels,
rabbits, hawks, crows, woodchucks, skunks, muskrats, foxes, etc.
— save price of your rifle in the reduced cost of cartridges.

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , M A R C H 18, 1915.

COYOTES SHOT
FROM AIR CRAFT
Noted Marksman Bags Two from

hugiged the right side of thie valley
for about twenty miles when they
started and then began circling in
great curves, three or four
miles
Long, in search of game.

MUCH OPPOSITION
TO THE BILL

Game is Unaware.

Extension of Open Time on Deer

Air and Two Wildcats from
When they found it, Martin made
his machine dive from a lueighit of
1,500 or 2,000 feet to within three or
Inaugurating a new epoch in the four hundred feet of the earth, mean
hunting world and showing tile ever- time shutting off the motor,so that,
increasing practicability of aviation,; the coyotes were apparently unaware
Fred Mills, one of the best anna- of their presence.
teur mark suilen im OaiDiifcirtniLa., one | Then it was an easy (matter for
day Last week shot and killed from ' MillLs,
am aeroplane driven by Olenin Martin I He shot the two from the aero
at a speed . of between sixty
and plane only a few seconds apart. See
•seventy mites an hour and at an ah j ing one, he shot it—just like that.
titude of three or four hundred feet, j Then, seeing the other, he shot that
two coyotes which had been loping j one,also—and in Less tame than it
along imi pemsuitt of quudil, Little sus takes to read. it.
pecting that they them,selves would
Then, while farmers wondered at
soon be quarries.
the new way of hunting,
Martin
This stalking of game by aeroplane, made a landing and the two dead
which Martin declared marked the animals were put into the machine.
beginning of the revolutionizing of While on the ground,, Mills bagged
hunting, was accomplished in the one more coyote and two wildcats.
San Fernando Valley, which.
was
Martin said that on the trip they
chosen by the ingenious aviator covered 150 miles and in
ome-haiif
and the clever marksman as a like •hour covered more territory—and
ly area to demonstrate the possiibil- from a high, point o f vantage—than

in Cumberland County Strong

Ground.

. 22 Lever Action
Model 1897— the best made .22 rifle in the world! Shoots all .22 short, Iouk
and lon{r rifle cartridges; for rabbits, squirrels, hawks, crows, foxes, and all
small game up to 200 yards. This is a take-down, convenient to carry and clean. The tool
steel working parts cannot wear out. Its Ivory Bead and Rocky Mountain sights arc the best
sights on any .22. Has lever action like a big game rifle; case-hardened receiver; full magazine
(25 shots) or half magazine (f i shots). Price with 24 in. round barrel, retail, $14.50; octagon
barrel, $16.00.
Model 1892— similar to Modell897 but not take-down. Has blued frame; Rocky Mountain front
and rear sights; full or half magazine. With 24 in, round barrel, $x2.15; octagon barrel, $13.15.

.22 Pump Action

.32 Lever Action

Model 29—uses .22 short, long and long-rifle
cartridges; 23 in. round barrel; take-down; a
perfectly proportioned, well balanced rifle, with
splendid sights, genuine black walnut stock; 15
shots; retail, $0.25.
Model 20—uses .22 short, long and long-rifle
cartridges; has 24 in. octagon, heavier barrel;
take-down; Ivory Bead front sight and adjust
able rear— the best set o f sights furnished on a
.22 pump action repeater. Regular half maga
zine gives 15 shots'—retail, $11.50.
Model 20 Full Magazine Rifle — the only
pump action repeater1giving 25 shots at one
loading. Retail, $11.50.

Model 1892— uses .32 short, long and longrifle rim-fire; also .32 short, long and long-rifle
center fire. Blued frame. Rocky Mountain
sights, 17 shots. Wi\h 24 in. round barrel,
$12.15; octagon barrel, $13.15.

.25 R. F. Pump Action
Model 27 — the only repeater made for this
powerful, accurate cartridge — so powerful it
is used successfully fo r deer; so cheap you can
shoot it freely at slight expense. Take-down;
Rocky Mountain rear sight and Ivory Bead
front sight; 8 shots; 24 in. barrel. Price, round
barrel, $13.15; octagon barrel, $15.00.

Every Marlin has the modern
solid top, side-ejecting con
struction— a protecting wall
of metal between the shooter’s
head and the cartridge; it keeps out rain, dirt, and all foreign matter; throws
the empty shells away to the side, not into shooter’s face and eyes.
Write for our complete gun catalog — mailed free for Z stamps postage

33 Willow Street, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

LIVE ANIMAL .TRAP “

I d " onthe

ly Opposed.
Much opposition to tihe bill, to ex
tend open time cun deer in Cuimiberlamd county from Dec. 1 to Dec. 15
giving an o<pen time of six weeks instead of a month, developed at the
hearing before the committee
on
inland fisheries and game Wednesday
of ,Da,st week.
Senator Jillsom of
Otisfield, Cumb/erliard county, who
introduced the bill at the
request
of constituents, appeared in its fav
or, representing bis section of the
county.
He explained that
the
neighboring town® in. Oxford 'county
bad two month® and a h,alif of open
time where Cumberland county had
hut one month,. He said h,e was not
a blunter himself but, that the resi
dents of ha® section wanted the sea
son extended so that they
would
Ihjasve opportunity to hunt on the
snow.
Warden Matthew C. Morrill of Gray
opposed the bill, presenting a re
monstrance signed by 100 residents,
and lie salid many of them said they
would like to sign a petition for a
close time of 10 years.
Those who
wanted the extension,, lie said, were
confined to a small section in the
northern end of the county.
Such
a change wcu’d greatly increase the
work of the warden®, a® Cumberland
is surrounded by counties, with th«
exception of Oxford where the -easoi
ends Dec. 1.
He thought it would
be a disappointment to most resi
dents of Cumberland county if the
open season was extended.
"It
would annihilate- what few deer we
have,” he declared.

STREETS OF BYRON
PAVED WITH GOLD
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
CATCH ’E M ALIVE AND MAKE MORE MONEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B©X

W, ©AK

P A R K , IL L .

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
\

Phillips, - Maine

The town of Byron is probably the
only Maine town to have a street
“ paved With gold.’ ’
The Rumford
Falls Times ha® the following
in
teresting item:
“ Byron Special to the Times:—The
j
---- - - —v; ----------------- ------ people of this town are greatly ex
ities in a combination of hunting and the average hunter could get over in
cited over the latest indication that
1Hying.
a week.
Byron lies in the gold belt, E. 15.
It was at 3:45 in flhe afternoon
Knapp found in the gizzard of a
i that Mcjrtin and Mills, in one of
hen, eight pieces of gold.
E. G.
No Obstacles to Balk.
' Martin’s standard aeroplanes',
left
Knapp has also found several pieces
the aviator’s Griffith Park
hangar,
Martin asserted that all sportsmen of the precious metal in a hen’s
near Dos Angeles, and mounted sky
gizzard.
We have a mile and a
ward, circled once over the avia who can afford it will iai time do
half of State road and all the gravel
tion field in a farewell to a few their bunting in
aeroplanes, as, has been taken from the
Henry
friends who were interested in the through such machines, they
can Thomas pit to buald it, end the haas
exploit, and then sallied away
to
better see their quarry, cover more up and down the road have been
the north,,, while the reports of Mills’
picking up gold.
There must be a
Remington autoloading rifle, fired in territory in any given time and at
rich spot somewhere in the pit. Tbe
|joyous anticipation of “bringing home the same time do it with, less con
pit is on the ea®t side of quite a
the bacon,” mingled with, the whirr venience than in any other way.
long brook. Some gold miners should
of the machine’s motor.
“ In a minute,” he said, “ an aero- j investigate.
We have known that
|
pian,e can cross an arrovo which a we had a good road through, Hop
Three Coyotes, Two Wildcats.
hunter on foot would require five City, but did not know until recent
ly that it was paved with gold.” *
It was at 5:20, or an hour ard •bjours to negotiate. I believe that
thirty-five minute® later, that
the |the aeroplane is especially adapted
Important Difference.
aeroplane netrirried to t' e
hnmgatr, to hunting geese and next sea,son
"Who can furnish a clear definition
bringing a happy airman and an Millls and I shall1try it out.”
of a politician?” inquired the profes
Both, Miiils, and Martin believe that sor.
I can, ’ said the son of a con
equally hlaippy hiunter, as well
as
To which party do yoa
three coyotes and two
wildcats coyotes and wildcats destroy more gressman.
which, Miiils had shot about
seven quail than are killed by hunters and refer?”
mil'es north, of Roscoe, or
about ! say that the sights they had o f wild
Great Things From Little.
twenty-five miles north of
their life on tlieilr trip prove it. They hope
Great things always come in shoal*
that the Legislature will soon pro
starting point.
Two of the coyotes were shot by vide for a bounty upon those two of countless little things, which look
like insignificant atoms as we pas*
Mills from the machine as it sped species of animal.
through them, and only seem a shoal
Martin
left
Lcs
Angeles,
later,
for
through the a,ir at a speed exceeding
when we have pa sed beyond them.—
navy Mrs. Charles.
sixty milles an hour. The other ani Was! dingtcn to confer with
aero
mals were killed by him on
tie and army officials regarding
construction,
ground after Martin had made
a planes and aeroplane
landing in order to take into
the but upon his return ,he expects to
aeroplane the two Millis potted while ; show something in aviation even
more interesting than the feat
of
both he and they were in, motion,.
As Martin described the flight, they last week.
G. W PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST

TAXIDERMISTS

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
women
going
to
Boston to w o r k or study,
an y lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip w it h o u t male escort will
find the

Franklin Square
House
a delightful place to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In the heart of
Boston exclusively for w o 
men. 630 rooms, safe, c o m 
fortable convenient of access,
prices reasonable.
For par
ticula rs and prices address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

Dealer in Sportinpr Goods. Fishinir Tscldn
Indian ^ocrasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGLLEY.
MAIN*

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ov»r for excel
lence. Illustrated cotalcpue free.

M. L. GETCH EIJ, CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.

Main*

R A W FURS W A N TE D
Direct from the trapper. Highest mar
ket prices with good liberal sort. Good*
held separate and all charges paid.

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. J.

MAINE

WO O D S ,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, M A R C H 18, 1915.

bearing land.
We must first secure the tract,
care for the head waterls of streams
laid bare by the fire of 1903, open
up the country as far a© our finan
ces. will permit,,, advertise it and fin
ally get moire- than our money back
from tourists, both men and women.
You who have been there know its
magnificent beauty, others not quite
so strong in physique wish, to go and
enjoy its grandeur afeo. A good be
ginning has: been made.
Now it re
main© for !u© to advance the work.
The late Dir. Ora Knight,
whale
residing in Bangor, was very friend
ly to the plan oif slotting aipart this
section and at one time showed me
a private plan of the summit of the
mountain.

or recreation, j© becoming apprecia it will add many yeans to the length
ted
and. comfort of the working life of
Resolved: That we most earnest our own citizens if occasional vacaly desire such land© to be set a- tio-iijs can be spent under the shad
part as a National possession
in ow’ of a mountain too little known
which the entire citizenship is in to the residents of our own State.
terested and we petition our Honor
So we hope that this: region shall
ed President, William H. Taft, the be placed under official control that
Secretary of the Interior, and all the head w’aters of streams laid bare
Senators and Representatives,
es by fire may be cared for; that tliiils
he sticks to Sickle plug- and slices off each pipeful as he
pecially
those
composing
the
Public
needs it.
country may be opened up and made
Lands Committee to- approve this Bill accessible for tourists who for years
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being
When these war clouds, which for have been in the habit of spending
preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing
a time are obscuring our national: in vacations near that region and will
terests, -have disappeared, Congress undoubtedly go there and
the leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
take
man
Guernsley intendsi to bring his friends with them.
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
bill for the Alt. Katahdin National
strength o f tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated.
Park to the attention of Congress
Two Things Necessary.
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
once more.
When he does this I ask you to
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
Two things only are necessary to
give to this bill your most earnest bring this to pass:
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of
Courage and
Plan of the Mountain’s
Summit. support.
Bring all pressure possi knowledge of the grandeur and stu
its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
ble to bear upon influential persons pendous magniifiiicence of this local
Plug Form.
In 1909, he, with, others, ascended and organizations for its passage;
ity.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid the mountain.. They spent parts that the State may possess a prac You who visit these great outposts
in both quality and quantity. Try this experiment and of three days on the summit, re tical, beautiful asset of the greatest of nature know that the air at all
turning to their camp on the slope possible benefit to every citizen.
the mountain retreats is bracing;
judge for yourself.
each night.
During the
second
One of tlie very pleasant memor the water from the springs sparkling
week in July, they found bunchiberry, ies incidnt to the organization!
of and the utter separation from the
northern lily, triililliJUim and Solomon’s the Maine Forestry Association,
daily irksome routine of care, or the
Seal1 just blooming.
Pyrola-,. twin- March 15, 1907, at Which meeting I
too strenuous social life is—life it
flower, grasses and sedges were in had Die honor of representing the self.
bloom in another spot.
At the sum Federation,
was the friendly atti
The strain is relaxed, the load is
mit fall, aster and golden rod sur tude oif timbenland owners and prac
lifted completely and for a few days
prised them and near the snow drifts tical lumbermen to all theories of
or weeks there is nothing required
the frozen ground vva© pierced with constructive management
advanced of one.
sprouting herbs.
AW four season© by the Foresters present; Mr. Har
The forest i© about, inviting you
were represented.
ry M. Haile of the National Forest to sense its strength- and grow
Dr. Knight told me that a road Bureau, Professor Dairy, then occupy strong.
for backboards already run©
from ing chair of forestry at
Harvard,
The lake spreads itself before you
Stacy vibe to Lunkisoos where is lo Prof. Graves of Yale, now our Nat offering its beauty as a gift.
cated Bed camp.
From there sad ional chief forester, Prof. Tower of
The broad woods road, soft under
dle and pack horses should be used the University of Maine.
your feet with, the accumulation of
to the Basin as they a.re used in
A desire for the betterment of for forest leaves, invites you to pene
when she was appointed a member Yosemite Vaillley, in Grand Canyon est condition© was evidenced
by trate s-till farther into the deep, cool
of the forestry committee of
the of the Colorado and in Ytelliowstone
tlie lumbermen of Maine.
I placed quiet; to see the glint of -the -sun
Federation, to serve with Mrs. Vide® Park.
The Rasim is an excellent ! before Prof. Graves the plan for the through leaves washed clean and -shin
of Skowhegan, who was chairman.
point for c-amp or hotel; tine trail Mt. Katahdin Parte.
The plan re
In speaking o f the progress
of would not be difficult. Recently a ceived ibis hearty endorsement. When ing; to see or gather the first spring
flowers or late autumn berries and.
the work, Mrs. Thompson says:
landowner went to Patten, from there
State Federation of Women's Clubs I received ilro-m Mrs. Viiles a tetter went by buekbeard over a very the time is ripe I think we cam de if you go quietly, to catch a glimpse
pend on national assistance.
of ail that shy wild life that haunts
asking for suggestions for the year’s passable road, them or horseback up
I.
believe the only reason that this
Would Have These Parks
work.
A reply was forwarded, at the mountain to within one hour’s has not been brought about before the woods.
Lured by the enchantment
deep
the Goal.
once, containing a description of the climb of the summit, which is 5,- is:
into the forest, suddenly you hear
Mt. Katalhidin region and a strong 268 feet high.
F i r s t —Men have been busy
about tlie mellow rush of the
mountain
plea for the Federation to take up
Dr. Knight also told me that the other things and have not thought brook, that most fascinating of all
Thie following article appeared in
this work of starting a movement to granite he lias examined from there enough about the necessity for it and
the magazine section of the Lewisforest treasures, and going in its
acquire this section as a
State is the best he -hats ever seen any that it might be self-supporting.
tor; Journal of October 24, 1914.
direction you come upon one of Henry
park and forest reserve.
where.
It does not detach itself,
Second—Ignorance of the region.
When tlie rugged region ’round
Van Dyke's “Little Rivers” and you
Mrs. Viiles1gave me as ray share of does not slice off in layers as
I have talked with travelers who agree with him that “ the rea-l wia-y
about Mt. Katahdin in
Somerset
the work for the year the duty of most granite does, hut after one gets know’ tlie national parks of our coun
County, Maine, has been set aside
to know a little river is not to
agitating the subject with a view to down a little from the surface the
try’ well and I have yet to hear one glance at it here or there
*8 a National reservation and tour
in the
ascertaining the judgement of people stone can be taken out in large
person say that the resources in any course of a hasty journey, nor to be
ists ljrom ail corners o f the country
concerning such a movement. This smooth blocks of fine quality, almost
state in the Union equal the resour come acquainted with it after
ire flocking to it, as they do Yel
it
was done and. I reported that such a perfect as building material. As to ces of this- locality for development.
lowstone and Yosemite, credit
for •
has been partly civilized and spoiled
movement would probably be sup tlie grandeur of tlie country Dr.
During the last four years I have by too close contact with the works
fe “ comjng to pass" must be laid
ported.
The next year, 1905, Mrs. Knight declared that it surpassed the
visited Ramier Park, in Washington, of man.”
at the door of the Maine
State
Viiles asked me to go to Houilton to Yellowstone and the Yosemite.
In Muir Woods and Yosemite Valley in
Federation of Women’s Clubs.
You must go to its native haunts;
the annual meeting of the Federa other wards there is nothing in the
California and Yellowstone Park in you mus-t accommodate yourself to
And special thaniks must be gi,ven
tion and place before the Federation United States to compare with it.
Wyoming and Grand Canyon in Ari its pace and give yourself to its in
tc one particular woman o f this
the plan for the Mount Katahdin re
zona.
From what I know’ of the Mt. fluence and folio-w its
Federation of 6000 members-—Mrs.
nueanderings
serve.
I wais detained at home by
Katahdin section I certainly corrob whithersoever they may lead you.
Congressman Guernsey’s Intertest
Joseph A. Thompson of Bangor, who
death in the family.
But the mat
orate tlie-ir statements.
has worked unceasingly for the Mt.
Instinctively you breathe more deep
ter was informally talked ujp
by
Katahdin
reservation
since
1904,
ly;
stand straigliter; limp muscle©
Our Congressman, F. E. Guernsey,
those interested.
In January. 1908,
500 Bodies of Water Seen From Mt. gain pow’er; overtaxed senisies gain
profiting
by
the
report
of
the
com
at Lewiston, the time seemed ripe
Katahdin.
pose and endurance.
for definite action and after explain mission, introduced in Congress in
Vitality comes surging back
to
ing tlie project, 1 introduced a reso 1910 an amendment to the Weeks
Recently I had tlie pleasure of en lift you once more s-afely ove-r tlie
Highest prices paid for all kinds of lution asking
Mt.
the Federation to bill,, then pending, to include
tertaining in my home one of the hard piacies of life.
skins by a manufacturer
strengthen progress toward the orea- ^Katahdin region in Maine. Speaking old-time wood® hunters and trappers
You are -glad just to be alive and
for
the
measure,
hie
said
jin
part,
H
W P IR P I
; tior. of a State Pagk or Reserve.
of Maine who knows this locality and feel so- w-’-eilil and so you taikle your
This resolution was adopted with en- “ Such reserves / should be establish
the top of this mountain well.
renewed life back to your home to
476 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. |tbusiiasm.
ed at suitable points in the Appalac
Wishing to be sure of my state spend jit o-n-ce more in kindly ministry
Later, at an annual meeting, the hian Range, the White • Mountains
ments on this point 1 read from the and your increased kn-owl-edge of for
|Federation adopted another resolu- and in the Mt. Kaitaihbin region at
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
most accurate book we have on the estry shall in greater or lesser de
i tion which, pledged it to support a the head waters of tine rivers in the
subject, outside
official
reports, gree, according to- the amount
ab
movement towatrd acquiring a; State most easterly state in this republic.”
LAKES RAILR3AD
“ Summer Vacations at
Mooseihead sorbed, help foster public intelli
The
Federation
being
a©
W
hllim
-g
to
! Reserve.
Lake and Vicinity,’’ by Lucius
L. gence.
TIME TABLE
support a National as a State move
Hubbard.
Mr. Hubbard states that
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
ment, a© chairman of the Forestry
Appeals to 1908-09 Legislature.
500 bodies of water can be seen from
Committee, I sent the following res
the summit of Mt. Katahdin. I then
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
olution, to Senator Eugene Halle at
ington for Phillips. Rangeley. and Kingffield, at
By this time I was chairman and Washington, asking support for the asked the olid hunter his opinion as
U6P. iNt.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pasto the truth of tlie statement.
wnirer trains arrive from Phillips at 6.BB A. M. introduced a billll to tlie Legislature billll.
Senator Hale wrote, “ The mat
•adfrom Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
After a few’ minutes of deliberation
of
1908-09,
asking
for
the
appointment
ter wiillil have my careful attention.
P.M.
lie
replied, ‘M think that is all right
of a Commisision to ascertain
the Either Mir. Frye oir I will introduce
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves
I thank you for your suggestion
with- a good pair of glasses.”
*UL00 A. M.
cost o f purchase -in Mt. Katahdin the resolution.’’
about a bail’d day.
It is a good
We
are
not
advocating
the
creation
8TR0NG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave fo r region a© ai state palrk, also to as
Mr. Frye •wrote on March 1, 1910,
co
of this park to tlie
exclusion of one and I will! be pleased to
fcmtfogton, at 6.2* A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For certain tble extent and value of de “ I am warmly in favor of this
and
RWftips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
every other kind of work, but while operate with you in any way I can
tt*n?eley at 6.47 P. M. and fo r Kingfield at 5.60 P. nuded, burnt-over or barren tend© in have presented your resolution
in
to the end that Wie may havte such
the State with a vielw to their pur- tine Senate and Ihlad it referred to we believe that waterways should lie
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
cared for and every county in our a day in this state.
dbaiste
by
the
State
as
demonstration
1137 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
the Committee on Forest Reserva
Hon. Arthur Dapper,
State should have a demonstration
P.M.
reserves. ‘ This Comimisisllon was ap tion .
' Governor Kan-sas.
reserve
of
progressive
method©
of
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillip* at 8.46
wishes
AM. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from pointed amid carried out our
treating
the
forest
so
as
to
provide
’H
i
i
K
i
i
T
n
T
n
r
m
:
i
.
i
|
!i|
!i
Parmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at as far as their appropriation allow
MO P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
Resolution.
I would suggest that every school
a substantial1 yield of wood, wre ailiso
ed.
', . - I . 1 .
|.
believe tibiat the time js at hand in the county have a bird day pro
PHILLIPS' PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
White the bilili was pending I made
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P, M. F or
Whereas, Tine territory named in when we should enter upon a great gram this spring.
B*ngeley nt 6.16 P- M.
two trips to Augusta in the interests,
H. A. Aume, Co. Su-pt.
Passenger trains arrive from Farm ington at
tine
Appalachian Bill amended to in State or Nation,ai work, setting acion
11.55. M. and 6.10 P. M. From R angeley at of the measure, and although
St. Cro-ix County, Wi-s.
p-art
for
alii
times
this
grandest,
18.20. M.
vjmeed that the law-makers
would clude Mt. Katahldiin Region in Maine most awe-inspiring and majestic re
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farm ington at 7.30 approve such action, the enthusiastic embraces lands which- should be sav
The lov-e of birds inculcated in the
gion, east of the White Mountains
AM Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
.reception of the idea more
than ed from Comme-rciiailisim for all as a great park which shall be as heart© of boys and girls1 will
Parmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
do
Not a dis time© and set aside as reserve© oir w’ell-known to the dwellers of the much to eradicate that spirit
RANGELEY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave fo r passed my expectation.
of
partes
for
the
benefit
of
the
pieople
To in
jteroington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. couraging word was heard.
cruelty, wihicih, if fostered and
al
south
and
west
a©
the
Yellow’©tone
terest wais unmecesisiairy for tine mind of United States and
Whereas;
Scientific reforestation Park is known to those of the north, lowed expression,, ultimately dievelio-p-s
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.45 of every person fimtervierwed
was
We would have our park into the war spirit and makes such
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A . M .
and
care
of
isucili
lands iis< needed to and east.
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN leaves at 1.00 open to tlhie fact that this o n e local
of
the
east
tlie goal for tourists- dur horrors as are now providing tlie in
ity should be saved from commer protect the head waters of streams ing that part of the year rwthen utility of our Christianity and civil
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
laid
bare
by
devastating
fires,
esofficial
WINGFIELD PASSEN GER T R A IN leaves fo r cialism and placed under
uni ization in Europe.
pceially in Maine thereby imperiling “ Maine is the center of tlie
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. F or Farm control in order to be opened up.
George Wharton James,
verse.”
ington at 12.40 P. M.
Tlhriis locality of rugged formation our industries and
Editor, Out West.
And not alone shall those of the
Whereas;
The
need
for
opening
up
BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for now practically iniaiceeisisibte
to ail
west
and
south,
derive
bene,flit
from
fermington at 10.50 A. M. Arrives from K ingbut the experienced wood© traveler great public p la y grounds, that they this health-giving region but I think
Beldat 10.00 A . M.
Please accept my hearty approval
F. N, B E A L , Gen’ l Manager,
wthio know© fchlat tihlis region
twice may be more easily reached and at I am w’ithiin bounds when I say that
(Continued on page six).
Phillips, Maine.
swept by fire is excellent spruce- less cost by alii in search of health
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MT. KATAHDIN
AS A RESERVATION
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CHAMPIONSHIPS
A “ SOJER,” NOT
AT PINEHURST
CLOSE TIME
TRAVELLING MAN

MAINE WOODS BULL MOOSE
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W . B ra c k e tt C o .
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,

R A T T L E S AN D A N T L E R S F A IL TO
SH O W AGE OF ANIMALS.
Scientists Claim Theory Regarding
Snakes and Deer Is Totally
Erroneous.

Senator Herrick Thinks It Unfair No Underhand Politics for Adju The Program Opens With Wom
A couple of more fond beliefs have
an’s Event March 20.
Business Manager
for One County to Kill
been knocked in tlie head by the uutant General Presson
sqntiniental scientists—that the age
of a rattlesnake can be told by the
(Spelcial to Maine Woods.)
Pimehurat, N. C., March 18th.—The number of lids rattles, and that a
fifteenth annual United North and deer’s s(pain, of liife is accurately re
South Amateur Golf
Cbamipiausihip counted by the number of points in
bids fair even this early to be the lids antlers.
fastest and most representative con
As the Zoological, Society Bulletin
test in. tlie history of tints classic.
says:
Amateur Champion Francis Ouiimet
“ The largest rattler may have few
comes next week for
preliminairy rattles and a small one twice the
(practice and old man Travis and J. number of a big one.
C. Parrish, Jr., (will linger.
Hamil
‘1H© grows three a year. At birth
ton K. Kerr of Ekwanok, Jesse P. the rattlesnake has a tiny button
Guilford of Intervale and Parker W. where his rattles are ultimately- to
Whdttemore of Brookline are already he.
Therefore, at thie end o f the
here and Gardiner W. White of first year—if die should live—he
Fush,ing, Phillip V. Carter of Nasisau would be, according to theory, three
and F. K. Robeson of Pawling are years old; or perhaps three and a
coming, not to mention a delegation half, if one considers the button as
of gdlifens now farther south, and the the nucleus of another rat He.
title holder, R. S. Worthington
of
“ It is quite probable that
tlie
Shawnee.
rattles increase in number for a cer
Henry C. Fownes of Oakmont, J. tain number of years; remain that
M. Thompson of Spring haven,, W. E. number during another period of
Truesdeil of Fox Hills, Robert Hunt years and then degenerate as the
er of Wee Burn, afnd I. S. Robeson of snake attains its longevity.
Oak H-iilOi, tlie all season “ steadies”
“ The degeneration of the antlers
are all liiiabe to be heard from with
of a male deer presents a less be
always the possibility of the “ dark
wildering problem, inasmuch as it is
horse” to step from tine background
possible to prove beyond doubt, that
into the limelight.
*
the points on his antlers liave
no
The program opens with tlie wom- bearing whatever on his age.
en's event March 30—25,, followed by
“ In tlie first place several species
the amateur pro contest on the 26th i may be Teared ^ captivity with as
and tlie i n on the 27th. The Cham- mucb certainty as domestic
cattle,
pionshdp proper includes March 29— aI)d therefore the recoven- of tlie
thirty-six holes to qualifier j & 1 J e d a n t l e r s be£ore tbey are destroy
tion a)nd final.
ed either by decay or the teeth erf
Herbert L. Jill son.
rodents is an assured fact.
Correspondent.
‘ ‘With such means no other testi

OUTING EDI now

The question of placing a close
.Fishing a cigar from. 1ms vest
time for four years on bull moose
pocket
the man with the
genial
an
It and 16 p a g e s ................................ St.&C per year came up on the amendment of
GanadlaivLMexioan, Cuban and Panama sub- amendment which
would exempt face and the bald bead Lighted it,
cription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Washington county.
In defendto walked acrosis the hotel office and
I cents extra.
settled himself in a Chair, prepara
this Senator Peacock declared that
Suteored as second class matter. January 21. moose
are rapidly increasing in tory to a comfortable smoke.
“ Evening, General,” said a gen
119®. at the postofBce at Phillips. Maine, unde Washington, 124 having been killed
tffc* A ct of March 3.1879.
during the past season, according to tleman in the next chair.
“ General! Hell,” exclaimed
an
reports from 26 towns; and this with
T j . Maine] Woods thoroughly covers the entire
other who was within bearding, to
the open season one-third
shorter
or Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. CampConditions in his his companion, ‘‘how some drummers
■g and Outing news, and the Franklin county than formerly.
county are especially favorable
to do like titles!”
cally.
His guess was wrong in both in
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
the moose and lie did not believe the
and game photographs from its readers.
stances.
» It wasn’t General
Hell;
When ordering the address of your paper animals need the protection of four
neither
was
tine
man
addressed
as
banged, please give the old as wetl as new years close time there.
General a drummer.
He was a sure
Adresi.
Senator Allen argued that short
enough soldier man, for the person
ening the open time and increasing
was George McL. Presson of Far
the license fee had not increased the
T H U R S D A Y , MARCH 18, 1915.
mington, adjutant general of Maine;
moose, of the state and that more
a bang up soldier, first class jewel
radical measures are therefore need
er and A. No. 1, business man. He
ed.
He believed, it would be a mis
had just come from supper and the
take to exempt Washington county
man beside whom he sat down, in
as this would cause moose hunters
the office of the Augusta House was
to flock there in great numbers and
Lieut. Butcher,, U. S. A., detailed at
result in a regular slaughter of the
that time as instructor to second
moose in that section.
Maine regiment, now on duty in the
| ^General "John T. Richards, former
Senator Colby pointed out
that South.
Governor of the Soldiers’ National two years ago Aroostook county had
Just the same the guesser
was
Home at Togus, has presented«to the opposed close time on moose
but not to be blamed.
Tihe last thing
state museum two excellent exhibits, had seen the necessity of the mea
in the world of which either would
one a group of go’den pheasants in a sure and only Washington county op
have been suspected was being a
case and the other a pure white seal, posed this year.
He
considered soldier.
Their dress was every day
which is also in a case with a fine back Washington county a bit selfish in
and
their
whole attitude that of the
ground.
Curator Thomas A. James its position.
Washington seems to plain, business man.
To give their
was very much pleased at the receipt be a breeding ground for moose now
business
as
traveling
salesmen
would
of these exhibits.
and a close time of four years ought have been the idea of 99 out of 100
to greatly increase the number of strangers.
It was a fine example of
animals in the whole state.
how little the genuine military man
mony need be presented than two
Senator Herrick thought it unfair of today parades around in
gold fice of adjutant general.
to allow one county to kill the moose lace.
There’s another thing which has series of antlers, one from an Ameri
He weans the uniform when
an
that the other 15 counties of the on duty.
The duty concluded
he made him many friends and which can wapti and the other from
in axis deer.
state are trying to protect.
shucks off the feathers of war and brought him many supporters
this contest.
It was the attitude lie
Senator Peacock argued that the doras the habiliments of civil life.
“ One must not be too prone to crit reason for the large number of
It has well been said that the took to 1911, wlipn Maine had a deni-1
icize, for even ^imperial Jove is said to moose in Washington is the great clothes do not make the man and by ocratic administration.
nod on occasions. But to one who sits abundance of food they require and the same token it requires
At tliat time Maine’s adjutant gen
more
along near Bangor, Maine, some ways that a close time of four years would tlian a uniform and title to make a eral was Elliott C. Dill,
appointed j
If you have a son or daughter
from Augusta, Maine, it seems as if
in 1909 by Governor Fernald upon from 16 to 20 years o f age, who
so increase the animals that there soldier.
Game Warden, Frank Perkins of Brad
George Presson is a soldier wheth the resignation of General Faroham.
would not be sufficient food for them
ley, Maine, is the chief person con
to wishes to succeed in the business
and they would become a menace to er called major, colonel, general or Immediately upon the election
nected with the Fish and Game depart
1912
of
Governor
Pliaisted
demo
world, send me your name and
sergeant.
All
the
officers
and
men
the residents of the county. If after
ment of Maine this year.
two years of close time in the rest of the second infantry will tell you crats began to talk of a successor address, for some free advice.
Of course, there are others—most of of the state hut open time in Wash that.
He is a good soldier because ! tc General Dill and they talked of
whom are dead, or retired from years ington it is found that the animals he loves the game.
Some of them interviewed
Because
of Presson.
A . W . W IN G ,
of valiant service, as Hon. Leroy T. are still decreasing he
was
sure this love he has worked.
It is the j the Farmington gentleman. His ans
Mass.
Carleton of Winthrop is.'[Ten there is
Washington would be willing to hav work which has landed him in his wer was brief, but positive. “ I will Winthrop,
our proud Game Commissioner, Walter
not,”
he
told
them.
He
positively
present position and which won for
the close time extended there.
I. Neal, who has worked in the inter
T 71A D 01 A T E
him the distinction of being one of declined to be a candidate against
Senator
Colby
begged
to
differ
est of Maine fish and game since a mere
General
Diill,
feeding,
as
he
said,
that
-IO x x i-il-J
the
best
soldiers
in
the
National
boy. Walter is always delightful, ex. j with the Senator from Washington
Guard of Maine.
it was important to the guamd that tq-jo Rf>p*al Roadster
R ppn
regarding
food,
saying
that
he
bad
cepting he does not come Bangor way j
LVUdUbLCr. -Deeil
From the first day he
entered he should be retained as its head.
tramped
over
all
the
wild
land
coun
often enough.
Again, last _^ear, he declined to TUIl 1 2 ,0 0 0
HlileS a n d
HO
ties of the state and that the food the service he has studied. In this
Yet among them all, Warden Frank j
way
the
Adjutant
General
prepared
enter
the
contest
until
assured
that
m
o
r
e
.
L
a
r
g
e
r
c
a
r
n
e
e
d
e
d,
for moose is just as good and just
Perkins believes in the primacy of Ban
General
Greenlaw
would
not
be
ap{
~
11
*
himself
for
the
position
which
he
noas abundant in Somerset and
sev
gor, Maine, among all Maine cities;
pointed adjutant general by Gover- jreason IOI* Selling,
eral other counties as it is in Wash liolds, although, it is safe to say that
Game Warden Perkins believes that
nor
Curtis.
Upon receiving this as-1
at
the
start
this
was
mot
the
ambit
ington.
Bangor—and not Augusta or Rangeley
FRANK F. GRAVES,
ion which fired him to work. Gen surance he announced his candidacy. J
The amendment exempting Wash
should be given the full reward for all
era] Presison gave time and thought The attitude which he had taken in
New Sharon Maine
ington county faas lost by a vote of
that i3 Bangor’s due.
to military work because lie was in 1912 towards General Dill and that |
21
to
5.
This same tireless game warden who
terested; also it was lias nature. For assumed toward General Green la vhas competed the lawless branch of
the same reason he worked hard as won him the friendship of the sup
the Archer family to respect the game
a business man and built up a first porters of has two immediate pre
laws of Maine, has been before a com
class jewelry business in Farming- decessors and they did all in their
Of an Occasional Trip to
mittee hearing over in Augusta, and
ton, where he has a store that, for powere to bring about his appoint
has told the Maine legislators what is
size and completeness of
stock, ment and each and every one was
good for all Maine.
delighted when the
announcement Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
equals a big city establishment.
He desires a perpetual close time
was
madb
that
the
Governor
had
It wasn’t long after his entrance
upon all cow moose and a long and
into the second regiment of infant selected Major Presson to the adjut
strictly enforced close time upon al
J. Putnam Stevens gave a delightful ry (the present coast artillery corps ant general.
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
bull moose.
Thiat he will make good is agreed
travelogue to the pupils at the Maine was then an infantry organization)
Home Daring Your Stay.
J’pr even the Maine backwoods are
Institution for the Blind last week. that he began to attract attention. by all; that he will hold the good Positively the Only First-Class Modern
7bhC6ming MOte civilized; law and order Some of their friends, too, were bidden In due time lie became major o f the will of officers and men is aiso as House In the City, With' All Conven
prevail more widely. When anybody to the affair.
he sented to and, above all there is no iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Mr. Stevens took his first battalion, which position
Water and Local and Long Distance
shoots and kills a bull moose, or a cow hearers very vividly through quaint, held at the time of his appointment one to the National guard of
the Telephone
in All Rooms.
Wttose in close time now, either shooter
out of-the-way places in old Mexico, as Adjutant general.
In thajt pos State of Maine but feels absolutely Just a step from Monument Square
should be learned without fail, and making the scenes (including a bull
ition he made good and was recog sure that,, no matter what circumbrought to justice; and Frank Perkins, fight) so natural that all present felt as
nized as one of the best field of sta C0S may «triS0, Gone/ral PrBSiSOJl j T ake the "Jitn ey” or Munjoy Hill car from
game warden, is the lad to ferret out if they had had a large part of the
will be absolutely fair and impartial! Union station. _________
ficers of the guaTd.
all the scoundrels in Maine society; he pleasure of the trip themselves. He
R . F . HIMMELBIN.
This was not strange.
In addit ip his decision.—Sam E. Conner in! H.E.THURSTON.
is the lad for law-enforcement in east has promised to give them another
P rop rietors.
ion to being thorough and mastering Lewiston Journal.
ern Maine, and in all parts of Maine.
talk upon his return from Alaska, all details of the work General Pres
And darn any form of politics so far
which he contemplates visiting soon.
son is one of those likable,
goodas appointment of game wardens are
natured, big-hearted men who make
concerned.—Bangor News.
Boyd & Harvey have completed one friends and hold them. It is pos
Tlie Quality Car
of the most extensive log-hauler roads sible that lie gets angry, hut those
Two fine sets of birds’ eggs, one in the northern part of Somerset coun- who have seen him in that state are
$60
0
Touring
M odel, Equipped Complete
Another thing
is
of Black Crowned black herons’ and ty, a distance of 14 miles, writes a extremely few.
the other a set of
Leac,h petrels’, Skowhegan correspondent. It extends that he doesn’t permit political dif
Including Electric Starter and Electric Lights
have recently been presented to the from Dead River to Johnson Mountain, ferences or a political fight interrupt
Not a single feature lacking that enters into the make-up of
You may op
State museum, by Lieut. G.
Ralph through a wooded section that has not personal friendship.
Myers of Fort McKinley.
The col been used before. Lumber will be pose him for office and continue to a strictly high-grade car— Gray & Davis electric starter and elec
lection contained some exceptionally hauled from Johnson Mountain this he his best friend, providing the fight tric lights, 32-inch wire wheels, 3 1-2 inch Goodrich tires, rainfine specimens.
Curator Thomas A. winter and this firm will cut 6,000,000 is open and above board. That’s all vision built-in wind shield, instant one man top, stream-line body,
Fight fair and he respects
.Tannes of the museum has just re feet. Sixty-five men have been employ h« asks.
luxurious upholstery, Bosch magneto, BEST Q U ALITY equipment
other
ceived notice from Dr. E. Lester ed in building the road in charge of C. J. your right to prefer some
friend to him for the job.
That of throughout. The car without a fault. Call or write for new il
Jones, deputy United States fish com McNally of Ashland.
itself is a quality which makes a man lustrated catalogue.
mi&sioner at Washington, D. C., who
a man; that’s why men who may
recently ga/ve a lecture in this city,
Mrs. E. P. Ricker of Poland Spring have been against him in the past
that he lias sent to the State mus
eum a box of eggs of the muorre, who has been seriously ill, is much im’ are with, him today and were with
F a r m i n g t o n , M e.
him during his candidacy for the of- R . F . D . 4 .
which he collected on his last Alas proved in health.
kan. trip.
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fish and game commlisisioin a siin,glle
headed one will be one o f
the
contests of the legislature.—Lewiston
Sun.

blocks,

rtiter and spa-tog 1915, X X blocks,

II cents; X blocks, 60 cent®; No. 3
blocks, 24 cents per dozen.
Ame s
jovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean
4«n.t, Bingham, Me.
SALE—Wood saw outfits:

3

When Bill Abolishing

Fish and

Game Commission Is Heard.
Augusta, March 7.— Oue

of

the

H, p. complete $85: 4 ^ H. P. $110: liveliest fights of the legislature and
10 p. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran oue which has apparently
escaped
ty for five years.
28 inch saw the attention of the greater part of

jS,£0.

WOODS,

Other sizes in

proportion.
Thorndike
Hadiine Co., Portland, Maine.

Thirty days free trial.

A competent housekeeper
wishes
Mdo general housework in a small
family- Has a bay, 13 years
old
fiiom site wishes to take with her.
;„pd answers to Mrs. George Allen,
KUtoc Maine

CANVASS canoes recanvassed. Banjor fillers used. Satisfaction guaran«ed. Row boats repaired.
New
(W boats for sale. Martin L. Pul
ler, Rangeley, Maine.
FOR SALE—Co we, A. S. Beedy, Phil
lips, Me.

the members o f the great and gen
eral court will he on the bddll to abol
ish the comimassikui on inland fish
eries amd game and establish
the
office o f commissioner of inland fish
eries in game.
In other words,
the fish and. game affairs will be un
der one head the same
as
the
sea and shore fisheries if the pro
posed bill! is enacted into law. In its
report to the Legislature the special
joint committee on salaries and fees
recommended a single -beaded
c om
mission to care for the fish, and
game interests and the committee
presented a unanimous report “ ought
to pass.”

P IC K ER E L BAIT.

l

Tlie Ljyarmore Falls Gun Club had
a trap shoot Monday for the Fred
Gilbert 20th anniversary prize offer
ed by the Dupont powder company
and open to all the gun dub® to the
country.
The high wind seriously interfer
ed with the shooting and kept the
scores down lower than had been an
ticipated.
Tlie scores:
C. Hall, 98.
Sam Coolidge, 90.
Dt . C. M. Robinson, 84.
Arthur Driscoll, 80.
Dr. G. H. Rand, 76.
W. F. Sawtelle, 72.
A. Alden, 66.
A. Allen, 60.
J. H. McCarthy, 58.
Arthur Simmonds,’ 50.

Reports of Committees

i iMr. Allen from the Committee m
At a season when the
young
Inland Fislherics and Game on bill,
man’s fancy is popularly supposed
An Act to amend Section fifteen of
to “lightly turn to thoughts of love,”
Chapter tihirty-two of the
Revised
Colonel Condon of the Manchester
Statutes, as amended by Chapter
Union, with a heart whose every
two hundred and six of tlie Public
throb spells broad sympathy for hu
Laws of nineteen hundred and thir
manity in its struggle to rise above
teen, relating to the duties of the
the ruck and muck of the common
commissioners of Inland Fisheries
place, expresses the hope, for the
and Game, reported the same in a
sake of tlie editor of the Biddeford
new draft under title of “An Act to
Journal and other piscatorial enthus
amend Chapter thirty-two of the
iasts, that the bill before the Maine
Revised Statutes, as amended by
legislature, providing for a closed
Chapter two hundred and six of the
season for bullfrogs, will not pre
Public Laws of nineteen hundred and
clude the use of that excellent bait
thirteen, relating to the adoption of
during the pickerel fishing
season.
Yules and regulations
reistricting
Taking this expression of
personal
Fishing and Hunting in oases of Em
interest in the matter at its
face
ergency,” and that it ought to pass.
value, and returning thanks therefor
The same Senator from the same
as in duty bound, the editor of the
committee
on bill, An Act additional
Journal will frankly admit that he
to Chapter thirty-two of the Revised
has not yet familiarized himself with
Statutes, as amended by
Chapter
the details of this bullfrog bill.
It
two hundred and six of tlie Public
is safe to say, however, that unless
Laws of nineteen hundred and thir
the framers of the measure
have
teen, relating to Fishing jn Jackson
Carl
Spiegelberg,
manager
of
the
exercised unusual care in its
con
struction, the law, if passed, will un Boston branch of the Metz Automo Pond, in the town of Concord, to the
doubtedly be declared void and of no bile Company, announces that there county of Somerset, reported same
demand for ought to pass.
effect, for behind that supreme char is an unprecedented
He
The same Senator from the same
ter of our liberties, tlie Constitution Metz cars by local motorists.
says:
“
The
new
Metz
22
has
prov
committee on bill, An Act to amend
of the United States, tlie right to
use frogs for bait when fishing for ed to be a genuine sensation in au Section thirty-nine of Chapter thirtypickerel is firmly entrenched. There tomobile value and we are breaking two of the Revised Statutes, as amended by Chapter two hundred and
is a chance, however, that this pro- aP records for local sales.
“ There is real luxury in the new six of thie Public Laws of nineteen
poseed close time on bullfrogs will
to
simply affect epicures, as epicures, Metz, and the extra thick tufted up hundred and thirteen, relating
by the protection of Beaver (Senate No.
without affecting fishermen, as fish holstery is greatly appreciated
our patrons, who lake the
utmost 48) reported the same in a newermen.
comfort
to
the
riding
quality
of a draft under thie same title, and that
In this problem, several consider
modern automobile.
In addition to it ought to pass.
ations are involved.
It is almost a
The same Senator from the same
waste of time to call attention
to the extra heavy upholstery there is
the fact that a small frog impaled on the new extension top, which folds committee on bill, An Act to amend
away when not in use, but when it Section forty of Chapter thirty-two
a hook is the favorite bait with those
is required for protection in stormy of the Revised Statutes, as amended
who go down to the edge of deep
weather fits down over the wind by Chapter two hundred and six of
waters to fish for pickerel;
the
shield
frame. Then, with the side an the Public Laws of nineteen hundred
bill, as we assume, proposes a close
rear curtains adjusted, the Metz is and thirteen, relating to the closed
time on bullfrogs. The question theai
arises:
Is the bullfrog a bullfrog turned into a perfectly storm-proof season on fur bearing amimais re
car.
ported tlie same in a new draft un
from birth?
If not, at what per
“ The factory has made plans for der tlie same title, and that it ought
iod in its development does it cease
and to pass.
to be a mere frog and take on this a largely increased production
The same Senator from the same
bullfrog dignity?
Speaking hastily the war in Europe will not in any
committee
on bill An Act to correct
way
affect
our
business.
Most
of
and without giving the matter more
thought i an would naturally be giv the manufacturers are looking tor- certain clerical errors in, and to aen to a question which was already ward to a big industrial year for the mend, Chapter thirty-two of the Re
supposed to have been settled by the |United States and the Metz company vised Statutes, as amended by Ohapcustoms and practices of ages, one j is going to be in a position to make te~ two hundred and six of the Pub
lic Laws of nineteen hundred
and
might say that a frog is not a bull- j the most of its opportunities.”
thirteen, relating to inland fisheries
frog until it has arrived at that I
and game (Senate No. 292) report
stage of its development where it t
ed the same in a new draft under
All
Must
Be
Well
Done.
is endowed with the voice character-;
istic of the adult.
And when
it ; Nothing is done well enough for the same title, and that it ought to
the present which is not well enough pass.
arrives at that size, it is altogether
for all time. The idea that imperfec
Mr. Herrick from the committee on
too laTge for pickerel bait.
There tions are of no consequence now, and
Mercantile
affairs and insurance on
fore, if the framers of this
bill that the crooked lines can be straight
bill,
An
Act
amendatory of Section
have assumed that any frog is
a ened, and the rough corners smoothed
bullfrog, we’re ready to stand shoul off by and by has put many a worker one hundred and twenty-six of Ohap(Continued on page eight).
der to shoulder with other piscator In the failure class.
ial enthusiasts and fight this thing
to the last ditch, namely, the
su
preme court.
Anyway, if worst comes to worse,
there are other pickerel baits almost
just as good, for this fish., when hun
gry, is not discriminatory,
and a
strip of flesh from another fish, an
elongated bunch of angleworms, even
a strip of pork-rind, are fairly sat
Conducts a first class job printing department
isfactory substitutes for the favor
ite small frog.
And when all is
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
said and dome, there’s much worse
sport than skittering for pickerel.
But that’s another story. Biddeford
Journal.

This hill would remove from office
FORSALE or rent—Seven room cot or legislate out o f office next July,
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake, or 90 days after the adjournment of
Lire legislature, Walter I. Neal
of
D.E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
W aldo who was appointed two years
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur- ago by Governor Haines for a term
Iher Information write to Box
67, of three years and whose term will
SiigUs, Maine.
not expire until next February. Un
WANTED—Two first
class exper der tlie present Law, tlie land aigent
a ml forest commissioner is a mem
ienced table waitresses for
hotel
?ork. Steady work the year -ound. ber o f tine commission ex officio and
tliiis act would also relieve him. of a
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
great deal of responsibility. The act
FOR SALE—Parlor organ, in good also stipulates that the present chair
inland
condition,
Mrs. N. H.
Hamden, man of the commission on
fisheries and game, Hon. Harry B.
Philips, Maine.
Austin of PhoHlips, shall! be tlie fish
and game commissioner until the ex
piration o f has term of office in July
1917,
or after the expiration of the
Five hundred rabbits wanted during
term o f Governor
Curtis.
to month. Will pay fifteen cents each first
delivered at iny Fox Ranch. Rabbits Some say that it is illegal for any
tobe shot with nothing smaller than
legislature to stipulate tliat one man
Ho. 2 shot. For further information
or any set of men shall be appoint
trite or phone
M. F. STEVENS, Dover, Me. ed to an office, that it is up to the
governor to appoint to that office
Phone 64.15
and that tine legislature has no pow
er to name, select or choose
any
official, outside o f secretary of state,
WE GUARANTEE TO
IN C R E A S E
attorney general,
YOUR CATCH GF R A W F U R b IF state treasurer,
OURBAITS ARE U SE D . W ith each commissioner of agriculture and mem
Mttie we give a written guarantee, bers of the executive council,
and
andif not satisfied your money will be
tlie
constitution
stipulates
tliat
these
returned. We must please you or lose
officers shall be chosen in that way.
aooey.
MO BOTTLES H A V E
ALREADY
The biill is now on the table pend
BEEN SOLD AND NOT O N E T R A P  ing its second reading in the House
PERHAS ASKED FOR H IS M O N E Y
on motion of Representative Leonard
BACK.
A. Pierce c»f Houlton pending an in
ANIMAL A T T R A C T O R
vestigation.
Many of the Heading
rill lure all flesh eating animals such as
Democrats
are
opposed to tlie mea
tberaecoon, mink, skunk, civeL ermae, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin, sure contend tog that th ey would not
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid. gain anything by the passage
of
MUSKRAT A T T R A C T O R
such an act, in fact, would lose an
Forluring muskrats only. Price (100- office for one of the
faithful pairtv
150sets) $1.00 postpaid.
workers a® Mr. Neal’s term
will
BEAVER A T T R A C T O R
expire next year and if an appoint
Forluring beaver only. Price (100-150 |
ment is made for three years
the
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
appointee cannot be removed uniless
TRAIL SCENT
Formaking trails to and from sets. the legislature changes the law. These
argue
that
very powerful odor.
Economical to opponents of tlie bill
we. Price $1.00 postpaid.
Democrats are poor, tliat they have
1Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00 not had an opportunity in tlhle past
DON’T WASTE Y O U R T IM E A N D years to be on intimate term® with
HONEY WITH B AITS T H A T M A Y
the State treasury and that the sal
ORMAYNOTBE GOOD. U S E A T 
particularly
TRACTORS AND BE S U R E OF R E - ary of $1,000 with no
brain-racking labors, does not grow
SULTS-AN IN CR E A SE D C A T C H .
on every huckleberry bush.
And
Animal Attracter Company,
suppose if tlie hill is passed, they
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
argue, it willlT mean the retention iin
office of a Republican, Mir. Austin.
Some Lave expressed a desire
to
MAPS OF M A I N E
SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FOR
MAINE
vote for the bill if an amendment
WOODS.
$150 A YEAR.
RESORTS A N D R O A D S eliminating that part of the bill re
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries taining Mr. Austin is adopted. They
’f maps of the fishing regions of the say that they have nothing against
state, etc. We can furnish the followhim personality but he ils a Ru publi
can.
But if the amendment cutting
$
.50
Franklin County
FOR
.50 out the section that Mir. Austin shall
*®waet County
.50 be the commiissLoner should pass the
GUNS AMD
Oxford County
.50
Dlacataqitis County
F I S H - R O D S
.50 House, it would meet with defeat in
Jmostook County'
.50
the upper branch.
Washington County
William F. N ye is the great
1 .0 0
'Jotitig mop of Maine, 20x35 in
The friends of Walter 1. Neal of
est authority on refined oils in the
geological map of Maine
commissioners,
.H' Belfast, one of tlie
world. H e was the first bottler; has
**>R. map of Maine
.35 says that the btf/M is aimed to “ get”
Androsooggiti County
the largest business and NYOIL
.35 him, to legislate him out of office
Cumberland County
.50
is the best oil he has ever made.
Hancock County
.35 because lie would not give op quite
Kennebec County
N YO IL
cam
.35 strongly enough to the last
toox County
.36 paign and because he openly oppos
Counties
jhxcoln anfl P
H AS NO E Q UA L.
.50 es’ the election of Hon. John A. Pet
^nobecot Cou
Beware of scented mixtures called
.35
Waldo County
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
.35 ers o f Ellsworth, the Republican
York County
where a light oil is needed. It pre
nominee for Congress to the third
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
and voted for E. M. Thomp
W BRACKETT CO., district,
tion.
son o f Augusta, the Progressive nom
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
vour firearms and your rod. You will
inee.
'Mr. Neal himself siays that
Phillips!
Maine. when
fend it by far the best. Hardware and
he was appointed to the of
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
fice by Governor Hiaiimes he
told
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
At the Dentist’s.
the governor that hie had Progres-, in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
I asked this question of my daughter
governor
night: “Did your little daughter give tendencies and the
W M . F. N YE,
a
®ake much fuss when the dentist was told him that he was as much
N ew B e d f o r d ,! M as*.
®ling her teeth today?” My daughter Progressive as fwtals Mr. Neal.
replied: “She never opened her
At all events the bill to make the
•nouth.”—Exchange.

Rabbits W a n t e d

LIVERMORE
DOINGS AT THE
GUN CLUB
LEGISLATURE

DEMAND FOR
THE METZ CARS

MAI NE

WO O D S

W h y not let us Help
you witH your
ad vertisin g?
W e design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PH ILLIPS,

M A IN E

MAINE

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , M A R C H 18, 1915.

ney and 46 others in favor of open
TRAFTON HOLDS
ing Pleasant Pond in -the town of TROUBLES OF
Turner, county of Androscoggin, for
FIRST LICENSE Iice fishing for a period of three
A DEER HUNTER
years, reported that the petitioners

Got Busy and His Car Bears State
License No. 1.
Charlies A. Trafton, proprietor and
owner of the Midget Tllieaiter and the
Central House has the disitincit/ion of
being the first ever in Sanford to
hold Automobile State license No.. 1.
This has for mainy years been held
by Portland parties, hot this year
Mr. Trafton. got busy early and went
after it, and hiad no troubile iui gain
ing possession of tbe .first license to
be issued in this State for 1915.
Mr. Trafton was a former resident
of Westbrook.

BEFORE THE
LEGISLATURE
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on bill, An, Act to
amend
Section 2 of Chapter 206 of the Pub
lic Laws of 1913, relating to closed
season on black basis in Damariscotta Lake, in tihe county of Lincoln,
reported that the Siam© be placed on
file as the subject matter is cov
ered by another bill,
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on bilMI, An Act to repeal, a
portion of Section 9 of Chapter 32
of the Revised Statutes, relating to
the protection of ducks in the Ken
nebec, river and Merrymeeting bay,
reported that tbe same be placed on
file as the subject matter is covered
by another bill.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on bill, An Act to prohibit
the snaring of foxes* and other wild
animals i,n the towns of Lubec, Trescott, Whiting and Ciutleir, in
the
county of Washington, reported that
the same be placed on file as the
subject matter is covered by another
bill.

Same gentleman from same com
mittee on bill, An Act to
repeal
Section one of Chapter 66 of the
Public Laws of 1911, relating
to
the protection cf eider ducks, re
ported that the same he placed on
file as the subject matter is covered
by another hill.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee, on bill, An Act to repeal
Section three of Chapter 81 of the
Public Laws of 1905, relating to the
protection of ducks in Merrymeeting Ray, Eastern river and Kenne
bec river below the Gardiner
and
Randolph bridge,’ reported that, the
same be placed on file as the sub
ject matter is covered by
another
bill.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on petition, of Ralph M. Cary
and 45 others in favor of extending
the law against ice fishing on Please
ant Pond, in the town of Turner, re
ported that the petitioners have leave
to withdraw.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on petition of Wm. H. Phiiin-

have leave to withdraw.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee, . on petition of John L. Hodsdon and 17 others, asking that tine
law protecting black bass in Lake
Christopher or .Bryant's Pond,, in Ox
ford county, be
repealed,, reported
that the petiltjoners have leave
to
withdraw as the subject matter is
covered by a bill to be reported by
this committee.
Same gentleman from same eon©
niittee, on petition of Fred N. New
comb and 65 others, for the enact
ment of a law to allow eels to be
taken in Damiairalsco'tta Pond, report
ed tbait the petitioners have leave
to withdraw as tine subject matter
is covered by a bill already
re
ported by this committee.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on petition of B. Kyle and
15 others and of M. M. Tracey and
19 others, asking that a liaw
be
enacted prohibiting the trapping of
bears, reported that the petitioners
have leave to withdraw as the sub
ject matter is covered by a bill to
be reported later by this committee.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on petition of W. R. Haley
and 52 other residents of Sebiago
Lake and vicinity asking for a
change in smelt law on S-ebagp Lake,
reported that the petitioners
have
leave to withdraw as the subject
matter is covered by a bill to be
reported by this committee.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on petition of Fred Harvey
and 28 ethers for closing Fall Brock
for three yeans, also remonstrance of
Robt. Hafiford and 35 others against
same, reported that the petitioners
have leave to withdraw.
Same gentleman from same com
mittee on petition of Fred Harvey
and 30 others for a close time on
First, Second, Third
and
Fourth
Lakes on Nigger Brook, reported that
the petitioners have leave to with
draw.
House Bills in First Reading.
House 422. An Act to amend Sec
tion 34 of Chapter 15 of the Revise
ed Statutes a,s amended by Chapter
173 of the Public Laws of 1911 * and
Chapter 78 of the Public Laws of
1913, relating to the employment of
sup e rirnt©ndeai ts.
House 534. An Act to amend Chap
ter 32 of the Revised Statutes;, as
amended by Chapter 206 of the Pub
lic Laws of 1913, relating to fishing
in the pool at Upper Dam and in the
river from said pool to Lake Molilychunkamumk, in the' county of Ox
ford.
House 535. An Act to amend Sec
tion 2 of Chapter 32 of the Revis
ed Statutes, as amended by Chapter
206 of the Public Law® of 1913, re
lating to ice fishing in Lower Kezar
pond,, In the town of iFryeburg
in
Oxford county, and in the town of
Rridgton, in Cumberland county.
House 536. An Act to amend Sec
tion 2 of Chapter 32 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended by Chapter 206
of the ^uiblllic Laws of 1913, relating
tc fishing in Rapid river
between
Lower Richardson lake and Umbagoc lake, and in Pond i,n the river,
in the county of Oxford.
House 506. Resolve in aid of nav
igation on Seb.ec lake.
House 507. Resolve in aid of nav
igation. on Ramgeley Lake,
Mooselookmeguntic Lake and
Cupsu.ptic
Lake.
Senate Bills on First Reading.
Senate 279: Resolve in favor of
the Raymond Fish, Hatchery for re
pairs, and additions thereto,.

than bread and butter when the bread is made
from "William Tell Flour.
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing1 children, because
William 'Fell is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a SDeeial process,
WiliiAm Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread makingqualities.

C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
Phillips, Maine.

Inland Fisheries and Game.
By Mr. Meibaud of Van
Bumen :
Petition, of W. H. S'cott and eight
others relating to closing of Violette
Brook from Hammond’s Mlilti up, to
all kinds of fishing for two years.
Inland Fisheries and Game— Ouglht
to pass in new draft on resolve in
favor of the Raymond fish hatch
ery.
The new draft appropriation
$1000 to be expended by the commis
si oners, of Inland Fisheries and Game
under the direction of the Governor
and Council for repairs and additions
to the hatchery.

Thinks He Wasn't Cut Out for One
and Presents His Rifle to a
Friend.
Boston.,, March 1915.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
“ Sati silted that I was. n.ot cut out
for a deer hunter,” remarked, in con
fidential, mood, a citizen who would
n't have bis name mentioned for the
world, ‘ ‘i l have marie that new rifle
of mini© a Christmas* present to a
friend.
“ It happened last fail up in Sul
livan County.
In the first place, I
had never gon© out as a deer hunt
er before, but tales that friends of
mine had been bringing back to town
for season after season about the fas
cination, thrill and alil-around joy of
following the deer chase through the
dim-lit aisles of the forest just lured
me on to get a piece of that myself
and I bought a new rifle and went
o u t after it.
‘‘Now we come to bow I took the
trail of the big, fat doe.
“ ‘That’s the biggest and
finest
doe deer that hais been in thesie
woods for one while’, said the guide
to me, ‘and there ain’t a feller in
this party but what would almost give
bis bead to get a crack at her. Now
I’m going to give you a sure shot at
that doe.
If you .slip along up to
tbe ridge luere about a mile you will
find her.
Go sneaky, now, and aim
just behind her shoulder.’
4‘ ‘Leave that to me’, said I to the
guide just like that.
And so I
started off to sneak on that
doe,
get her and accept the homage of my
fellows.
In Scrub Oak.
‘‘I made the sneak all right, and
the first thing I knew I saw ahead
of me through the openings in the
scrub oaks that doe standing broad
side to me, not 20 yards away, her
head up, and to all appearances un
disturbed.
I sank down behind a
bush, ,aind hauled up to Let her have
it just behind the shoulder.
‘‘Before I could let her have it,
though, out of the bushes jumped an
other deer, a little one, and w ith/a
glad little bleat it began to skip and
play about the doe, and tbe
doe
pranced around with it, and 1 could
see her great brown eyes beam on
it with a look that meant as much
as the fond gaze of a mother on liter
baby ever did.
“ ‘That’s the doe’s fawn, I s'pose’
thought I.
‘I wonder which of ’em
I ought to lay low first, for I might
as well get ’em both.’
“Then by and by the fawn leaped
into the bushes and stuck its head
out, prettily cooked on one side, and
the doe stepped into the bushes on
the other side and peeked out at the
fawn with the same cocking of her j
head.
I
“ ‘Why,’ thought I. ‘they’re playing
peek-a-boo with each other sure as
hair on their hides! ’
“Then the doe jumped out o f the
bushes, and out came the
fawn,
bleating softly and nestled up against
the doe, and the doe fondled it with
her soft muzzle and lay down in the
sweet ferns that grew thickly there.
The fawn dropped down beside her,
cuddled up against her, and as the
doe gazed on it with that look in
her eyes till© little thing went o ff to
sleep.
“ ‘I guess,’ thought I„ often* a, hit,
‘that is, I am afraid that* my hand
trembles too much to make sure of
laying that doe low.
Anyhow,
1
can’t get a shot at her behind the
shoulder, the way things are look
ing.
But the guide’ll h© sneaking
along here before long.
.Something
must be done.
Think I’ll do
it
now.’
“And I did.
I rose from my hid
ing place land gave a tremendous
kick in the bushes.
Exit the Deer.

“ Like a flash that doe was on her
feet and the fawn sprang up in
fright.
A-way they went through the
hushes,, and tine last I saw of them
was a white flicker of fur as* the
doe’s tail disappeared in the woods
And I hadn’t
Mains Woods W ill Ksep You In- furthepr up the ridge.
and Qams Laws of ths State. Sub done it any too soon., for that doe
scribe Now and Ksep Posted.
had scatiloely given me that last

glimpse of her wthien tine guide came
sneaking along to the spot from down
ridge.
He looked about dm plain
amazement.
“ ‘Wasn’t she here?’ said he.
“ ‘Just my luck,’ staid I. ‘I caught
a glimpse of h e r tail as sthie swish
ed it out of sight up yonder on the
ridge,’
“ ‘.Shucks!’ said the guide. ‘Now
she’ll make straight for the tama
rack swamp and nobody won’t get
her!
You ought to. srnuck better!’
“ And that was thie way I got tine
first impression that 1 waisai’t
cut
out to fbie a. deer hunter, and I am
quite sure that the guide got that
impression, too, for next day we were
to go out after a huge
five-prong
buck that had worried the hunters
quite a good deal, and which every
body was eager to get a shot at, and
the guide ©aid he guessed lie would
put m© where tine buck would he
likely to run right over me if they
got it going, and maybe I would get
a shot at it. before its tail whisked
out of sight.
“ I said all! right.
if any
buck
cairn© along and tried to run, over me,
I said, we’d see about it.
“ Well, I stood where tine guide
put me.
Time wtent along and they
didn’t seem to be able to get the
buck going. If they had been able to,
it hadn't seen fit to come along and
run over mne yet.
I got hungry and
sat down on a log and ate toy lunch.
Then 1 stretched myself out on the
log and was about hiallf aslfeep when
I saw ,a movement in tine
bushes
a good way off.
“ ‘I got up with: my gun in my
hand.
A moment later a big buck
sprang out into the open, space near
me.
At first he stopped and pranc
ed a few steps, and his eyes seemed
to be fixed on mine.
And
what
eyes they were!
“ He moved about in that open
space as if h© were stepping
on
‘eggs hut all
the time hiiseyeslook
ed straight into mime.
There
I
stood, my gun at my shoulder, but I
couldn’t any more pull the trigger
than I could have risen and flown
away.
Deer Hypnotism.
“ ‘The buck hacked away until he
was perhaps 20 yards off, and then
pranced right toward me, his eyes
with that strange glare in them that
held me in such a spell that. al
though lie was coming at me with
bristles erect and antlers
tossing
tlireateningly I couldn’t pul the mo
tion in my hand to puli the trigger
and stop (him with a. bullet.
“ He came so near me that 1 could
almost feel his hot breath,
always
with that hypnotic fascination in his
eyes that he kept on mine.
I wais
just as helpless against that glare
as the bird is said to he
against
the fascination of the
rattlesnake’s
eye.
“ Again tine buck danced
toward
me, and whether he would this time
have jumped on me 1 don’t know, but
by an effort I found my lung power
and gave a yell that was enough, to
soajrte a panther into fits, and that
buck gave one tremendous leap and
turned to daisfli into the woods, He
didn’t get there, though, the report
of a gun almost in my ear broke on
the stil,lmess, and the buck tumbled
in bis tracks and lay there. •
“ I turned to see wliieye the shot
come from, and there stood the guide
grinning.
‘W ell,’ said he, T ’ve seen
fellers took with buck fever awful
bad afore this, but I never seen one
that Iliad it so had he’d stand still
till a buck kicked holes in him., and
that’s jest what that, buck
would
have done to. you if I hadn’t follow
ed him and stopped him.’
“ Weill, anyhow, that satisfied me
that I wasn’t cut out for a deer
hunter, and I’ve made my new rifle
a Christmas present to a friend of
mine. I may get me a shotgun and
try my hand at rabbits some day, but
I don’t know.’’
A Hunter.
WORDS OF CHEER
FROM
FRIENDS.

U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.
Your efforts to stimulate wide
spread interest in. birds and thus
find th© surest way of insuring their
protection are deserving of support
and my ' ©artiest good will.
Hon. Geo. W. P. Hunt,
Governor, Arizona.
I am glad that you are now en
gaged in what seems to me such an
excellent idea.
Edward Bok,
Ladies’ Home Journal.
%
Greetings and good will' to The
Liberty Bell Bind Club.
May its
members be nilitliions.
Elizabeth Towne, Tbe Nautilus,
Holyoke, Mass.
Most certainly you have my en
dorsement for your Bird Club and
what it aliimis to do.
Clarence B. Klieliland,
American Boy, Detroit, Mich.
We are publishing a department of
Supplementary Reading, in which I
shall be glad to use The Liberty
Bell Bird Club notes.
S. W. Black, President Pan
Handle State School of
Agriculture,
Good.WehL, OkLa.
I am in full sympathy with your
wiqrk for the birds and I wish you
success.
Bruce Calvert,
.,,
Editor, The Open Road.
It gives me pleasure to note the
splendid work you are doing in bird
protection.
I wish you every suc
cess.
Guy Richardson,
Editor, Our Dumb. Animals, Boston.
I am glad to see The Liberty Bell
Bird Club pushing the good work.
J. W. Canada, Editor, The
Southland Farmer,
La Porte, Tex.
You may depend upon it I shall
co-operate with, you in every way
possible because I believe in this
thing very sincerely.
H. EL Colby,
Kim hall’s Dairy Farmer.
This is a work which, desreves to
be made known.
H. B. Haitzler, Editor, The
Evangelical,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Tihe bird world needs protection,
and the ©st way to begin to create
interest in this world is to geit tine
little folks to look upon the birds
as friends.
We heartily
endorse
youir work and wish you the best of
success in it.
Rev. Chr. StaeMer, Editor
Snontagsch.ul Literature,
Cleveland, 0.
Adults or children, may join The
Liberty Beil Bird Club without cost
by signing and sending in the fol
lowing pledge, when the
Club’s
badge-hut ton will be sent free:
“ I desire to become a member of
The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The
Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Pa., and
I promise to study and protect all
song and insectivorous birds and do
what I can for the Club.”
John M. Keen of Newark, N. J.,
writes us under date of March. 9:
“ Snow is about a foot deep bere on
my lawn.
Temperature mild.”

PERFECT HEALTH
IS A PRICELESS BLESSING.
Poverty with health is better than
luxury without it.
Yet the cost of
good health is trifling.
Thousands
of families enjoy perfect
health,
through the aid of “ L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine.

As a reliable relief from stomach
troubles and indigestion—a certain
correction for constipation—the best
OUR banisher of biliousness, headache and
colds—“ L. F.” is New England’s fav
orite remedy.

(Continued from page three).
and best 'Wishes in your efforts to
arouse public interest in the preten
tion of useful avi-fauna of America.
I am glad to repeat wfhat I have
said so many times that victory will
crown the efforts of tine friends of
the bird© whenever the people
of
the country are a.roused to an intel
ligent consideration! of the imiesttimablie valine of the btirdisi.
Hon. George P. McLean,

Mrs. McAlpine of Prentiss, Maine,
says:
‘ ‘We always keep “ L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine in the house. It Is the only
medicine used in our family.
We
think very highly of it.”
(Signed) Katie McAlpine.
Get a big 35 cent bottle or q free
“ L.
Mr

F”

Trial Sample To-day.
MEDICINE CO., Portland,
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An®. This is a matter for you to
decide.
2. I have a twelve gauge single
barrel shotgun which has the front
sight broken off.
Is there
any
place in Rochester where it can be
fixed?
Ans. Almost all!' o f the regular
hardware and sporting goods deal
ers in Rochester hiave a gunsmith
in thfeir employ who will make the
repair you wish,.
3. Are No. 12 shells leaded with,
3Vi diralms of black powder 1% oz.
of shot, .too, heavy a load for a shot
gun,, 12 gauge?
Ans. This is a good stiff
lead,
but it should be perfectly safe and
satisfactory, in any standard make
of 12 gauge shotgun when, loaded by
a factory.
4. I have a .22 calibre Remington
single shot rifle, a. .22 inch,
twist
barrel.
Will it shoot the .22 extra
long cartridge?
•
Ans. The .22 extjra long cartridge
is becoming obsolete and hiae no par
ticular advantages over the .22 long
rifle.
I would not recommend its
use.
5. Is it dangerous to shoot in cold
weather when it is down to zero?
Will it burst th© barrel of a shot
gun?
Ans. Cold weather has no effect.

byAlfred T? Lane
Send Questioh^O/Mr Lane.'

A New Questions and Answers Department
.
of Interest to Shooters
G. J. S., B loom field, N. Y.

vice for a long series of shots after

1. Hofw is the best way to keep this occurs, liowevelr.
a gun from a-rustin g tihmough. tine sum- W. L. D., Ailtedo, III.
mer ?
1. Are automatic pistols as accur
L Aas. The best way to get the in ate as revolvers?
Ans. Yes.
side o f the batrrel* ini such, condition
2. Do tihe automatics ever jam?
that it can be le ft for a lon g per
Ans. Occasionally,
if
properly
iod without rusting is to clean • it
thoroughly twice at intervals o f two cared for the occasions when an au
or .three days and then grease
the tomatic pistol nusfunctions are few
inside o f the barrel' with vaseline or and far between.
3. Yes.
cane o f the regular gun greases.
A
4. Is there any advantage in a
barr* 1 cleaned in this way may be
put away for a long time w ithout fea long barrel on a rifle?
Ans. There is no particular adof mst.
? 2. W hich is the best rifle Cor big Ivantage in a Hong barrel on a rifle.
ganv hunting, th e 30-30 or t i e .22 I Its accuracy is no better than that
Iof a Si ort barrel.
Hi-powejr?

5.

I find my right eye is not good

BcAns. The 30-30 cartridge i>s more
|and this bothers me when shooting,
regular in its effect than the
.22
j W at would you suggest to overcome
high power (artnidge.
Neither of
|ti e difficulty?
I clcse one eye
these cartridges axe, however, gener
Iw en shooting.
ally considered by tumters powerful
Ahs. Why not try shooting with
enough for the largest o f big game.
it e left eye from the left shoulder?
■' 3. Is smokeless pow der better tha
! It will be awkward at first, but the
black for field shootin g?

! results Sn the end will justify

the

,. Ans. I assume you m ean sm oke change.
less powder in a shotgun.
if so, I W. A., Mansfield, N. D.
I should prefen' sm okeless pow d er for
1. For holw many yairds is
the
field, shooting, as the r e c o il is light .351 cal. good for killing?
er and on second and third
shots
Ans. This cartridge develops 1385
there is no sm oke to obscu re
the ft. Lbs. at the muzzle and 927.3 ft.
view.
lbs. at 100 yards.
It is not gen©r4. Is m
drams o f bulk sm okeless i ally considered effective at
much
too heavy for a 12 ga. pump gun?
over 100 yds.
•• Ans. 3Ms drams in a fa ctory load j 2. Gan a deeper drop of the stock
ed Shell with any o f the standard of a(ny rifle or shotgun be lvad by ex
makes c f pump gums is p erfectly sait- tra charge by special order?
lefaetory.
Ans. Yes, all the manufacturers
* 5. Can buckshot be used in a 28 will make special stock® at an extra

in. barrel?

charge.

Ams. Buckshot can. be used in any H. (L. L., Indianapolis, Ind.
length barrel.
T h e length o f bar
1. What its the best size and make
rel has nothing to do with the size of .22 cartridge to use in, a Hopkins
shot which can be used.
& Allen islnglte shot pistol with an 8
inch barrel, i. e., shorts, longs, etc.?
W. L. M., K enoza Lake. iN. Y.
Wihat causes a band o f what re
Ans. If your pistol is chambered
sembles burned pow der to form in for the .22 long rifle cartridge!, by
the bclrrel o f a new. carbine about all means use this cartridge exclus
am inch from beginning o f rifling in ively.
For best accuracy do not
breech after being fired about three use the smokeless powder.
2. Is it not advisable to u&e the
times?
It is almost im possible
to
remove this with a
wivre
cl earner same size cartridge after once start
and uitr© salvenits have n o
e ffe ct ing with it?
Ams. It is advisable always to use
"whatever.
Load m y own shells us
ing Duponts F. F. iG. black rifle pow  the Longest cartridge for which, the
barrel is chambered,.
der and soft point bullets.
3. W here can I get a good
25
.. Ans. You d o not say what cart
pistol
ridge you are using.
It m ay
be yd. Ulrget to use with this
you are using black pow der Sn a and what one do you recommend?
An®. The standard distance
for
cartridge designed fo r sm okeless. If
so, this is probably the cause o f your ! pistol shooting indoors iis 20 yds.;
outdoors, ■50 yds.
Targets can he
trouble.
secured from O. W. Hahn:cm, 127
H. O. N., Chicago, 111.
i Can a Maxim Silencer be rut, en Portland St.. Boston, Mas®., or from
goods
a Luger automatic p'lstcl, calibre .38, ary hardware or sportng
and will it woak, ard what is
the dealer.
4. Do you consider bitting a piere
address o f the
Maxim
Silencer
of mletal the size o f a penny three
people ?
good
g, Ans. Maxim Sllenceirs car.nct
be times out. of five at 20 ydsi.
used on any automat ic ipistok The shooting? ( with! a .22 rifle).'
Ans. Yes-, this is good work.
address of the Maxim Silent Arm s
W. W. <3., Jr., Highland Park, 111.
Co., is Hartford, Comm.
1. Gan you tell me why the State
F P. S., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
I have an army rifle while,li is of j Game W hrden is ido' moit make am ar
European make I believe.
On the rest when, they find a hunter with
stock, and barrel are stamped “ P. ducks in Jiliis possession at this timid
If it is mot trieir duty
Stevens, Maastricht.” •Odin you tefi’ o«' tire year?
line what make it is, by w at country to make the arrest, whose duty is
it?
used end what cartridge it takes?
An®.
The Federal Game Lalw
Ans. The information you give is
not sufficient to identify the arm or states that the closed s'eason on wat
th© cartridge which, it bandies.
If er fowl shall be between December
you make a cast c f the cham ber and lf>t,h, and Sej tembe r 1st, next foTowThe open season for
water
‘send it to me, 1 might be able to img.
fowls aeicending to the law o,f the
tell you the cartridge it would fit.
State of Illinois is from September
W. iS. B., .Au/bitlrn, Me.
Tt there‘'one
In using a, 38-40 rifle with the high 2d to December 16th.
velocity cartridges, m etal raised* in co.'fre&ponids1 exactly to the Federal
Warden,
low pressure barrel, would you
ex Gam's Law, and the Game
pect the accuracy to he impaired or should certainly make an arrest when
the killing energy low ered after fir he discovers a violation cf the law,
ing 1500 times, providing b a rrel was otherwise he is mot perfGriming his
kept iin pinoipcjr condition, that
ilk ! duty.
2. Can a Game Warden demand a
clean and bright?
An,s. I should hardly expect any I hunting lliic'entsie from a person on a.
particular falling o ff in accuracy or public highway carrying a gun?
Ains.
Yes.
peinetratilom.
W hen trouble first ap
pears you w ill note that the rifling C. A. L., Pen field, N.’ Y.
1. Which, rifle in the .22 calibre"
at the hireecbi just in front o f the
chamber is worn and pitted. The bar would you co,insider the best. Reming
rel will! usually g ive satisfactory Ber- ton, Winchester ,oir Stevens?

Pond, in Township 8, Range
10,
Piscataquis county, reported billil, An
Act additional to Chapter 32 of the
Revised Statutes, as amended by
Chapter 206 of thie Public Laws of
1913, relating to fishing in Ruin Pond,
in Piscataquis county.
Mr. Davis, from the committee on
interior waters cm bill, An A it to
regulate anchorage in waters of
Moose!;ead Lake bordering on Kineo
reprot-ed same in a new draft under
same title and thjat it “ ouigl.it. to
pass.”

seven miles from Wat arv Mile, and was
heavily fished by people going out
from that city.
E. W. Wentworth
and others favored the closing
of
tributaries of Berry Pond in Winthrop.

Passed to be Engrossed

Before the First oi Next Month

DATES OF ICE
LEAVING SEBAG0
Fishermen Expect It to Go Out

House 569: An Act additional to
Indications point to am unusually
Chapter thirty-two o f the Revised early departure of th© ice in SebaStatutes, a,s amended by Chapter go Lake this spring, says the Lew
two hundred and six of tine PuhCtic iston Sun.
Gm account of the late
Lafws of nineteen hundred and thir ness of th© lake in freezing over and
teen, relating to fishing in certain the warm rains and continued warm
waters in Oxford- County.
weather it seems very probable that
House 567:
An Act to amend a record may be made by the ice in
Chapter 32 of t'hie Revised Statutes, going out this, spring.
It is to be
as
amended
by
Chapter
206 hoped, however, that the ice will not
of the Public Laws of 1913, re disappear from these famous fishing
lating to fishing in the Davis ponds, grounds before the first of April, for
in Guilford and Wiiliimaniac, in the the law does not com© off from sal
county of Piscataquis.
mon trolling in tine lake before that
House 563: An Act additional to date.
Chapter thirty-two o f tine Revised
The water in the lake is rising
Statutes, as amended by Chapter irapddlly and it is said by good au
two hundred and six o f the Public thority that were there some warm
Law® of nineteen hundred amd thir rains and with, a foot or more of
teen, relating to fishing in Bent’s Iwater in th© big pond the ic© wotald
pond, socialited, in the town, of New |not remain long.
With am addit
Sharon ,iln Frank,Lin County, and in I ional foot of water in the lake at
the town of Vienna, in Kennebec Isome sections the ice .would doubt
County.
less move 100 yards from shore,.
Senate 267:
Resolve appropriating This would mean that before long a
money for the maintenance of lights high wind would begin to mov© it
along the Narrows
connecting Up and when ice in a pond the size of .
Sebago commences to move once,
per and Lower Richardson lakes.
unless it is unusually thick i,t breaks
Mr. Gef.risih from the committee
up rapidly.
Passed to be Enacted
on inland fisheries and game,
re
Should th© ice go out early, and
ported “ ought to pass'’ on bill, An
An Act to amend Chapter twenty- there was no snow water running in
Act to amtend Section 47 of Chap
one of the Revised Statutes by in- the streams, the small smelts would,
ter 32 of the Revised Statutes, as
. . .
„„
.
„n„ „ ,.
_ . Ieluding si noting galleries in the as soon as the ice kad cleared th©
amended bv Chapter 206 of the Pub-1
T
.
. ,,
j provisions thereof,
bay, start for their spawning beds.
lie Laws of 1913, relating to the use
of motor boats in limiting sea birds, j -A®* Am t° amend Section one c,t While, as snow water is running,
duck or water fowl.
IChapter thirty-five of the
Public smelts, wjl! remain in the lake. When
their
Same gentleman from same com- Kaws of nineteen hundred and eleven, tb.e smelts are heading for
inittee on bill, An Act additional to relative to the better protection o: spawning beds, the big, hungry sal
mon are feeding and at this time
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, Iforest® along railroads from fire.
they
will snap at almost anything
An
Act
additional
to
Chapter
as amended by Chapter 206 of the
Public Laws of 1913, reflating
to thirty-two cf the Revised Statutes, that resembles a smelt or attractive
night hunting, reported in a new as amended by Chapter two hundred bit of food.
Tine following comprises th©
re
draft under same title and that it and six of the Public Laws of nine
markable
List:
teen 1ur.dred and thirteen, relating
“ ought to pass.”

REPORTS OF
COMMITTEES

Sam© gentleman from same com to ice fishing in Passadumkeag riv
mittee on petition of E. M. Grant and er, in the counties of Penobscot and
15 others, residents of Oxford coun Hancock.
ty, asking fer additional restrictions
An Act to amend Section two of
upon fishing im Metallue Brook, a Chapter thirty-two of the Revised
tributary to Upper Richardson Lake,1Statutes,, as amended by Cfciaiptefr two
reported bill, An Act to amend Chiap-1 hundred six of the Public Laws of
ter 32 of the Revised Statutes, as nineteen hundred thirteen!, relating to
amended by Chapter 206 of the Pub- ic© fishing in Forest lake, in Cumlic Laws of 1913, relating to fishing benland county.
in Metallue Brook and in Mill Brook,
An Act to amend Section, 48 of
in Franklin county.
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes',
Sam© gentleman, from sum© com as amended by Chapter 206 of the
mute© on petition, cf E. M. Grant Public Laws of 1913, [relating
to
ard 15 others, residents of Oxford hunting on Kineo Point, in Kineo,
county, asking for additional restri in th© county of Piscataquis.
ctions upon fishing in
Metaillu'
An Act additional to Chapter 32
Brook, a tributary to Upper Richard o f" the Revised Statutes, as amended
son Lake, reported bill, An Act ad by Chapter 206 of the Public Law's
ditional to Chapter 32 of the Revis of 1913, relating to ffislhdng in cer
ed Statute®, as amended by Chapter tain, waters in. Township
No. 6,
206 of th© Public Laws of 1913 relat Range 2, iN. B. K. P., or. Forsyth,
ing to fishing in Mill Brook
and Township,, and in Township No. 6,
in Metallue Brook, tributaries to
Up- "Range 1,N. B. K. P. or
Holleb
per RichardiScn Lake, and at
the Township, in county of Somerset,
mouth of said Metallue Brook,
in I An Act to amend Section 2 of
the county of Oxford.
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes,
Sam© gentleman from same com as amended by ChaptUr 206 of till©
mittee on petition of E: O. Welden Public Law® of 1913, relating to f i l 
of Gjreenyifle, and 15 oth©r citizens ing through the ice in, Martin Pond,
of Piscataquis county, for additional sometimes called Long Pond, in Ti e
closed sea so,n on flisihiing in
Rum Forks Plantation, in Somerset coun
ty.

Date
Year
Date
Year
May 5
1879
May 7
1807
Apr. 13
1880
May 1
1812
Apr. 24
Apr. 30
1881
1816
Apr. 19
1882
Apr. 29
1819
Apr. 29
1883
1820
Apr. 25
Apr. 29
1884
Apr. 29
1821
Apr. 26
1885
Apr. 12
1822
Apr. 25
1886
Apr. 23
1823
May 1
Apr. 17
1887
1824
May 8
1888
Apr. 16
1825
Apr. 12
1889
Apr. 18
1826
Apr. 14
1890
Apr. 24
1834
1891
Apr, 23“
May 1
1837
Apr. 29
1841
1892
Apr. 2S'
1893
May 4
1843
May 2
1844
Apr. 17
Apr. 19
1894
Apr. 21
Apr. 24
1845
1895
1846
Apr. 14
Apt'. 21
1896
1849
Apr. 29
1897
Apr. 22
1852
May 4
Apr. 13
1898
1855
Apr. 27
1899
Apr. 27
1857
Apr. 14
1900
Apr. 26
1858
Apr. 16
1901
Apr. 15
1862
Apr. 29
1902
Mar. 29
Apr. 28
1863
1903
Mar. 27
1866
Apr. 18
1904
Apr. 23
1867
Apr. 26
1905
Apr. 24
1871
Apir. 25
1906
Apr. 25
1872
May 9
Apr. 25
1907
1873
May 1
1908
Apr. 25
1874
May 7
1909
Apr. 8
Miay 6
1875
1910
Apr. 1
May 1
1911
Apr. 25
Representatives Blake of New Clou 1876
Apr. 2
1912
Apr. 23
cester and Varney of Windlham both 1877
Apjr. 12
1913
Apr. 1
opposed the extension, advocating, if 1878
1914
Apr. 11
any change was to be made, a close
time of two to four yearns to allow
If th© ice goes out at Sebago witht ,e deer to, grow.
in
a fortnight as is not at all iniIn favor of closing Pleasant Pond,
|Mud Pond, Horseshoe Bond and Ox probable local fishermen will have
bow Pond in Gardiner West Gardin- difficulty in restraining their ardor
Ie,r, Litchfield and Richmond to ice and obey the Law which, forbids
■fishing, E. H. Maxcy of
Gardiner catching fish, in th© Lake until nft^er
In most Maine lakes it is
i appeared beflor© the committee, and April 1.
he was supported hy G. Dexter Lib- open time' after the ice goes out and
for
i by, George Bairstoiw and Clarence this was the law at Sebago
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
many years.
But as there seemed
Smith
of
Gardiner,
all
property
o.wnOffers room with hot and
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
I ers about these ponds. George H. to be much confusion as to just what
and up, which includes free
j Kendall and Rboert E. Kendall oppos we meant by the ice Leaving, the
use of public shower baths.
ed tine closing of these ponds to wint law was changed to make April 1
Nothin? to Equal This in New England
er fishing, presenting a long re open ti-niee, no matter wihiat the con
dition of the ice happened to be.
monstrance.
Rocirs with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
Sherman L. Berry and Walter W.
suites erf two rooms and bath
Berry of Waterville, and Rep. Albion
Whenever you '..rite to
f c
for $4.00 per day and up.
W. Blake of Oakland appeared in advertisers, don’t forget to menti
'A B SO LU TE LY FIREPROOF favor of the bill to close Belgrade Maine Woods.
It is important
Striotly a Temperance Hotel
stream, a tributary of Snow Poind yoiu to do so; important to us a
Send for Booklet
in Kennebec county, to fishing. They the advertiser naturally wants
STORER F. GRAFTS
Gen. Manage
stated that the stream wa's only know where you ^ound his nan

Commonwealrii Hotel
Inc.

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , M A R C H 18, 1915.

W ar or no war

Pierce Pond Camps

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles eacht*way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 Put ponds in the
radius of fou r miles furnish the best o f fly
Ashing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all m odern con ven 
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
C anoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
W rite for booklet.

H. P M cK E N N E

.Proprietor.

will be open on time for large trout and salmon
fishing. Best of refei'ence4 furnished. Send
for circular. C. A . Spaulding, Caratunk, Me.

I. 0 . 0 . F. LODGE
ENTERTAINED
Citizens Attend Hearing at
gusta—Exciting Basket Ball
Game.

Jackman, Maine

(Special Correspondence)

Au

several bills and resolve tabled for screening the outlet to Schoodic
with petition for same, reported same
printing under the joint rules.
Mr. Allen from the committee on in a. new draft under title of
inland fisheries and game on bill, solve to provide for screening ^
An Act to amend Chapter thirty-two outlet to Schoodic Lake, in
of the Revised Statutes, as amended aquie county,” with statement of
by Chapter two hundred and s-ix of facts, and that it “ ought to pass>,
Same gentleman from same com.
the Public Laws of nineteen hundred
and six of the Public Laws of nine mittee, on Resolve for the conipiet
teen hundred and thirteen, relating ion of fish screen at the outlet of
to the duties of the commissioners Beech II111 lake in the town of Otb
of inland fisheries and game report -1 rt ported same in a new draft under
title of “ Resolve for the completion
ed same ought not to pass.
The same Senator from the same of th.e fish screen at the outlet of
committee on bill, An Act to amend Beec h Hill lake, in the town of Otis
Section twenty-nine of Chapter thir Hancock county,” with statement of
ty-two of the Revised, Statutes, as facts, and that it “ought to pass.”

Same gentleman front same comRangeley,
March 16.—Entwistle amended by Chapter two hundred six
mill t ee. on petition of A. W. #a!Lr
Lodge No. 146, I. 0. 0. F., observed of the Public Laws of nineteen hun
Ladies’ Night March 10th, in a very dred thirteen, relating to the closed and 18 others, citizens of Oxford I
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, I pleasing manner. The first part of the time on deer in Cumberland county County, asking in-Shagg, Abbott and
Little Concord Ponds, in the towns
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you evening a program given by Mrs. G. reported same ought not to pass.
Leslie Waterman, Humorist of the
The same Senator from the same ot Woodstock and Slimmer, Oxford
White Entertainment Bureau, followed committee on, Petition o f Alfred L. County, reported jm new draft
by music by Dyer’ s orchestra was much Stevens and one hundred and thirty An Act additional to Chapter 32 C;
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut enjoyed. The committee in charge of
others in favor of prohibiting night the Revised Statutes, as amended by
rates to all during October and November. 1 will also Ladies’ night was composed of the fol
fishing with lights reported that the Chapter 206 of the Public Laws of
send you names of parties who have hunted here that lowing members, which alone was guar*
1913,, relating to fishing in g w
petitioners had 'leave to withdraw.
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
Abbott
and Little Concord Ponds and
ant.ee enough that everyone would have
Th.e same Senator from the same
their
tributaries,
in Oxford County.
a
good
time.
They
were
H.
C.
Riddle,
committee on bill, An Act to amend
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
Wm. Tomlinson, J. A. Russell. Fol Section eight of Chapter two hundred
Same gentleman from saute com
lowing the program dancing was en six of the Public Laws of nineteen mittee, on petition of A. M. Jones
THE CARRY POND CAMPS joyed until an “ early” hour. The or hundred thirteen, relating to the and 12 others, residents of Eustis
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of j iginal program called for 15 dances but j taking of smelts in Sehago Lake and and vicinity, asking for additional
RANGELEY, MAINE
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations, j a generous supply of extras were en Iits tributaries, for sale (Senate No. restrictions upon fishing in Stratton
joyed. H. E. Grant officiated as floor ! 49) reported that the same be placed Brook and its tributaries, in Frank,
Write for circular.
HENRY J. LANE,
manager, assisted by A. M. Ross, C. M. on file.
lin County, reported in new draft
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. j Cushman, Allan Wilbur, F. B. Colby,
Mr. Herrick from the committee on bill. An Act additional to Chapter 32
H. L. Welch. The hall was tastefully mercantile affairs and insurance on of the Revised Statutes, a>s amended
decorated with the lodge colors, the Ibill, An Act relating to Deposits of by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws
OTTER POND GAMPS
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish three links forming a conspicuous part.
Assessment Casualty Insurance Com of 1913, relating to fishing in Strat
and hunting. Send for circular.
Ice cream, cake and coffee were served
Joh n 6 a m l l e ' s S a m p s ing
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
panies (Senate No. 167) reported Jton Brook and its tributaries to said
in the banquet hall above. Everyone
at S p r in g L ak e
Caratunk, Me.
brook and in the Mount Bigelow
same ought not to pass.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
was unanimous in declaring it one of
•re most charmingly situated on the shores o f
The reports Wire accepted
and Ponds, in Franklin County.
the best of the season.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Same gentleman from same com
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE j The following representative men of ! sent down for concurrence.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Mr. Gerrish. from th.e committee on mittee, on petition of O. C. Doibier
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt- j the town were in Augusta Tuesday in
ery and pure mountain air. Hay feverand malaria
anknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake i ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. j
inland fisheries and game reported and 87 others that the Carrabaasd
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring [ It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only ■the interests o f the proposed charter
to River and its tributaries above tie
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. I B0 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable to obtain power from the Kennebago. “ ought to pass” on hill, An Act
Buckboard roads only 2-12 mileR. An ideal family ) information on Huniing, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi- i
amend
Chapter
32
of
the
Revised
bridge at Bigelow be opened to fist
dermy.
eto.,
that
could
not
be
obtained
elsewhere
S
summer resort. Telephone communications with
F. B. Colby,
W. F. Oakes, W.
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. :
Statutes, as amended by Chapter 206 ing, also that the Great Northers
I
S.
C.
Wellman,
publisher.
Dept.
M..
Huntington.
D.
Quimby,
Ira
D.
Hoar,
J.
Lewis
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me. ! W. Va.
York, Frank MacKenzir, M. D. Tib ; of the Public Lavs of 1913, relating Paper Company be required totaile
betts, C. C. Murphy, Reed H. Ellis, E. ; to fishing in Belgrade stream, a triib- \fi sillways or leave the gates hoisted
id
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE |C. Hinkley, Geo. E. Russell, Lewis E. utary to Snow pond, in the county in any dam they may have on 3&
Blakeslee Lake Camps
On Rangeley Lake.
of
Kennebec,
with
petition
for
same.
waters,
except
at
such
time
a
s
tier
Bowley, James Mathieson,G. L. KempJOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor i T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile I ton, Chas. L. Harnden.
Same gentleman from same com- are actually in use for “the purpose
route. Tavern all year. Lake View H’ouse
A famous resort for anglers and hun luly 1 to Oct.
j mittee on bill, An Act to repeal so of driving lumber, reported in new
Dr.
E.
J.
Brown
was
a
professional
Best
fishing
and
hunting.
Booklets.
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
|much to Chapter 192 of the Private draft bill, An Act to amend Chapter
caller in town Wednesday.
N .H . ELLIS & SON, Props.,
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Raugeley, Maine.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Mrs. C. W. Barrett suffered a severe and special laws of 1913 as relates to 32 of the Revised Statutes as aMaine.
: Big Kennebago lake and Little. Ken- merded by Chapter 206 of the Pub
ill turn one day last week.
RANGELEY LAKES
Ben Gile left Tuesday morning for a Inebago lake in Stetson town, so calJ- lic Laws of 1913, relating to fishing
Camp Bemis. The Birches. The Barker. Write
visit with friends in Boston and New j ed, in Franklin county, including the ir Oarrabasfiet River and its trib
for free circular.
A flZ E r S T
E N D
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
York.
|outlets, reported same in a
new utaries above the bridge at Bigelow
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Staples of draft under title o-f “ An Act add.it - and that it “ ought to pass.”
H O T E L
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
Everett, Mass., are guest9 o f Mr. Sta |ional to, and to amend Section 2
Same gentleman from same com
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly ples’ sister, Mrs. George Russell.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. hailing
ot Chapter 32 of the Revised Stat mittee, on petition of A. S. Thompson
begins about June 1. Send fo r circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
A little daughter arrived at the home utes, as amended by Chapter 206 of of Jay an 64 other*, asking for ad
Portland,
Maine
Upper Dam, Maine.
of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Wilbur, March the Public Laws of 1913, relating to ditional regulations upon fishing ix
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
10th.
fishing in Kennebago lake, Little waters in Jay and ChestervMe, is
Maine var-ationists, tourists and sports 1 DEAD RIVER REGION
Mrs. A. M. Hoar was a week end Kennebago lake and the outlets of
Franklin County and in Payette, a
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every guest of her sister, Mrs. F. N. Harris.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
said lakes,” and that it “ ought to Kennebec County, reported bill Ad
and poultry from our own farm, enabl j particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca I Traveling on the lake is of the very
pass.”
Act additional to Chapter 32 of tie
ing U3 to serve only fresh vegetables, tion resort. Good fishing and hunting best. Skating and ice boating are also
Same gentleman from same com Revised Statutes, as amended by
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. excellent, but around the village wheels
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
mittee on bill, An Act to amend Sec Chapter two hundred and six of tte
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
American plan. Send for circular.
seem to furnish the best mode of con tion 56 of Chapter 206 of the Public
Public Laws Of 1913, relating to fist
veyance. Old residents say this is the |Laws of the State of
Maine, for
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
first time they have known the lake to j 1913, relating to the registration of ing in Mud Pend, Mirror Lake, some
AND LOG CAMPS.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
times called Parkis Pond, and.their
Heart of the Rangeleys. Bert fishing region- be free from reefs for the entire win j guides, reported same in a new draft
■airland. Best black bass fishing in the world,
tributaries, and Bog Stream and its
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
boat trout fishing in Maine.
ter.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
|under title of “ An Act to amend tributaries down as far as North
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
Geo. Russell is the guests of friends
Section 56 of Chapter 32 of the Re Pond Stream, in Franklin ar.d Ken
at Everett, Mass.
VAUGHAN GAMPS
vised Statutes, as amended by Chap nebec Counties and that it “ought to
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Huntoon and Her
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
ter 206 of the Public Laws of 1913, pas-s.”
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, bath as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by man Huntoon came out Monday from
relating to the registration of guides,
ing and mountain climbing. Separate campg-for me and are open for Fishing and Hunting for
all parties, with special accommodations foartim- the season of 1915. An ideal family summer Dyer's camps where they have been and that it “ ought U> pass.”
ilies. Sizteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing, resort. T elephone connections. A most beauti* j employed the past winter.
ful climate during the summer months; cool,
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
Same gentleman from same com
A utom obile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N even and invigorating. Finest D eer Hunting
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley, Mr. and
CAMPS, m ay com e to Holden’s Garage, one in the State of Maine. G ood Stream and Lake
mittee
on hill, An Act to regulate the
Prices reasonable. For full partic Mrs. Fred Roes, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
mile from camp, where m otor boat will m eet Fishing.
|taking of frogs from Big Fish lake,
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on ulars, address
Bush,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Tibbetts
request.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
KJagfle
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackman. Maipe
have returned to their village homes j Portage lajce, Square lake,
E U STIS.
MAINE
i lake, Long lake, Soldier pond and
from Spotted Mountain.
Miss Clare Pearce, who has been |in the tributaries to said pond and
—
spending the winter in Rangeley return lakes, in Aroostook, with petition
for
same,
reported
same
in
a
netw
ed to her home in Houlton, Wednesday.
A beautiful esta te o f 200acres,
draft under same title and that it
G. M. Fanjoy and Guy Bean finished
situated on th e north shore of
*Vyugl:t to pass.”
taking degrees in the Odd Fellows Fri
Same
gentleman
from
same
comthe upper R a n g e le y Lake, two
day night.
i
mittee
on
bill,
An
Act
to
amend
Sec
Mrs. Ida Morton is caring for Geo.
miles from th e Rangeley Lake
tion 43 of Chapter 32 of the Revis
Young who still remains quite ill.
Capt. F. C. Barker was in town for a ed Statutes, as amended by Chapter House.
206 of the Public Laws of 1913, re
This estate has a frontageof
few aays recently.
Andrew Young of Houlton was m lating to the protection of game birds half a mile on the lake, and runs
town the latter part of the week the reported same in a new draft under
to back three-quarters o f a mile to
guest of H. A. Furbish. Mr. Young same title and that it “ ought
pass,”
also visited his brother, George.
the County Road, and commands
Same gentleman from same com
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Constable Tomlinson entertaired two
magnificent views o f the lake.
boarders at his hotel under, the town mittee on bill, An Act additional to
Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, On the property, which fo r the
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, H am  house Sunday night.
The basket ball game Friday night as amended by Chapter 206 of the most part is in ahighstateof
mock or something else you don’t want.
to
between the Rangeleys and West Public Laws of 1913, relating
i Rangelei s was very exciti/ g.
This fishing in Baskehegan lake
and cultivation, is a picturesque piece
was the third game and as each si e stream, Hot Brook lake,
Schoodic of woodland and two fine springs.
claimed a victory the* outcome was a- Grand lake, North lake, Brackett lake
The property is fully equipped
waited with much interest and resulted and theiir tributaries and waters be
in a score of 24 to 23 in favor of We*st tween Schoodic Grand
lake
and as a farm, with a good farm
Oh1penticook lake in Washington and house, two barns, farming uten
W e have sold things for others, and we can do the ! Rangeley.
Aroostook counties, with, petition for
same for you.
Rates one cent a word in advance.
D O IN G S A T T H E L E G IS L A T U R E
same, reported same in a new draft sils and live stock, and is in ex
under title of “ An Act additional to cellent condition. The property
(Continued f r o m aage five).
Address, Classified Department,
Chapiter 32 of the Revised Statutes,
the fam ous ‘
ter forty-nine of the Reviis-ed Stat as amended by Chapter 206 of the includes
utes, relating to Assessment Casual Public Laws of 1913, relating to the P o i n t .” T e rm s reasonable.
M A I N E W O OD S,
t y Insuiramce Companies, (Senate No. taking of Pish in certain waters jn
Mrs. Lucy H. B ow doin,
168) reported same in a new draft Washington and Aroostook counties,"
under the same title, a-nd that it afjid that it “ ought to pass.”
82 W ash in g ton Square,
Phillips, Maine
ought to pass.
Same gentler -an. from same com
Salem, Mass.
The reports were accepted aind tdie mittee, on Resolve to provide
for

Are You Going Hunting?
TH E

YOR K

E X A C T

C O S T

CAM PS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F S S H 1N G

Rangeley,

Maine

BIG RESULTS
FR O M

SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

